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(.’ TAKING IN BORDERS
A transplanted Englishman looks at Candda’s

milliondollar Bicentennial gift to the U.S.
Be~een  FrlendslEnlre  Amis,  produced by Lorraine

Monk et al., McClelland & Stewart in assoeiafion  with
the National Film Board, 336 pages, $29.50 cloth (ISBN
O-7710-67186).

By PETER C. SWANN

THIS IS A proud, affectionate. splendid book. Ir is worth every
cent of Ihe one million dollars that went inlo  its production
and the S29.50  it cosfs in the booksrores.  Well, I’ve said h
and, in a rash moment of enthusiasm, broken the first Cana-
dian law. This law decrees thar we denigrate every good
thing we do. take a negative stance toward every Canadian
achievement. nil-pick to death anything positive, starve any-
body with talent, drive out anybody who dares to show’
cultural or u&tic  leadership or excellence. And, even if it
seems naive. what a pleasure it is once in a while to break that
lO\V.

Somehow. in the stifling atmosphere we strive so h&d IO
create for ourselves. Lorraine Monk and’the stills department

The first Canadian law.. . decrees that we derig-
mte evev good thing we do, take a negative
stance toward every Canadian achievement, nit-
pick to death anything positive, starve anybody
with talent, drive out anybody who dares to show
cultuml  or artistic leadership or excellence.

of the National Film Board have managed to sprvive.  God
knows how they have done it - and in doing’s0 produce
book after book of a grandeur to match  this vast, unman-
ageable. largely unlivable, rich. and often lolally frusrrating
land. This is probably their best-yet defiance of the first
Canadian  law. I am sorry to say that 1 have become
sufficiently Canadian 10 fear that they will be struck down in
their prime.

Books of photography. however good, can become tedi-
ous. This one is not -possibly because iI ischarged with the
mostsensitiveemotion  that affectsCanadians.  Th& emotion.
of course, is our feelings toward the United States and the
long. undefended artificial line that divides their way of life
from ours.  It is the one permanent reminder for Canadians
that they share a border with only one more-powerful neigh-
hour. We are lucky. Yet it is a neighbour that controls so
much of OUT  economic destiny. Although it protects  us with
its armed might, it also floods us with its cultural products  as
well as its manufacmred  goods. If often  seems maddeningly
to ignore us. It is only on the border that the relationship is
really close-and therein lies Ihe genius of the book. The
rmoiion is all the more effective rhmugh understatement.

The Englishman who has made Canada his home finds
Canadian-U.S. reladohships  somewhat baffling. He grows
accustomed to the soul-searching, the idmtity-seeking by
Canadians, the negative attitudes puncluated by short periods
of euphoria when we do something grand like Expo ‘61.
Only then do thinking Canadians feel less threatened by
American cullural  forces overwhelmingly directed at us
through  the various media. The Englishman sees in this
country a Iremendous  energy and creativity that now is be-
ginning,to  find support frdm governments -not, of course,
without iicep reservations about government controls and
threats of dirighe.

The border is an ama where the differences are, in a
peculiar way,  both blurred and sharpened at the same time.
Border people, like mountain people the world over, share
common characteristics. It is an interesting exercise to look
tbmugh the ponrahs that alternate with the glorious land-
scapes and try to guess who is Canadian and who is Amcri-
can. There is a difference and insdnctively  one makes few
mismkes.  The difference is usually much more subtle than
rhe pair of six-guns that Mr. Action Jackson totes outside his
bar in Boundaty,  Alaska. The Stars and Stripes seem a
natural  appendage in a U.S. group  while in Canada it is left to
the Hulterite  children to cling almost defiantly to the Maple
Leaf. Few others show it. Do we Canadians look out from
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these pages with less ebullience, less confidence? Some of
the @uebec  portraits look almost hostile. But the team of.26
photographers who have been nurtured by the National Film
Board have responded to the challenge of the border with
humour  and humanity.

Tbercwillccnainly  becriticismsofatechnical nature.The
bprcdd photos running across the gutter of some of the vast
landscapes may annoy some readers. I found them preferable
to reducing  the views to whm would be postcard size on one
page  - especially if the book remains vertical. After all.
“Canada is a horizontal country.” The separation of plate
notcr  from photographs, at least for this reader, was more of
u chullenge  thnn  an annoyance - but then’ I am accustomed
towzking  the”Notesin  theBack.“Thestandardsofproduc-
tion for such a large run are excellent. In my copy only one
photograph was spoiled. Given so many different talents, the
whole book hangs together remarkably well.,The  captions,
made up of selected quotations, are a mine of wit and wis-
dom.

I

The choice of end papers was a touch of genius. Their
pop-art quality is a part of life we both sham. They prevent
the book from becoming as pompous BS it so easily could
have been, and in doing so, pander to our inherent heaviness.
Many of the portraits am amusing and touching at the same
time. And, thhnk heavens, no Mount&!

The sentiment and sensitivity behind the idea IM most
fitting. This is a birthday present for an important birthday -

.ond one that the Americans am celebrating with some sobri-
ety and introspection. If often they do tend to ignore us, it
may serve to remind them wherewe  areand what we repres-
ent.  It is a gitl that we can be proud to give ynd,  one hopes,
the. Americans will be equally proud to recewe.  What better
birthday present than a good and lasting book? Who nee&
another statue?

Meanwhile. as incidentd  information. Iknowofonecros-
sing into the United States via a back mad  that is hardly
marked and seldom patrolled. I am sure there are many others
and. it seems.  nobody gives a damn! 0

NOW YOU SEE IT...
. . . now y&i don’t; m appreciation of

Atwood and /VkEwen, two grind iIIusionis&
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The Fire-@tars, by Gwendolyn MaeEwen,  Oberon
F’reas;  63 pages, $7.95 cloth (ISBN 0-88750-179-6)  and
$3.50 paper’(ISBN  O-88750-181-8).

Selected Poems, by Margaret ‘Atwood, Oxford, 240
pages,  $6.95 cloth (ISBN ClP5402510).

By GARY GEDDES

X)ME YEARS AGO.  Margaret  Atwood reviewed James Rea-
ney in the pages of Canadian L.i:erafure.  Hadescription  of
Reaney, who is one of her poetic mentors in Canada, may
serve as a useful staning  point for a discussion of her new
Selected Poems and Gwen MacEwen’s  The Fire-Eaters:

a “Reaney gets down to the basics - love. hatred, terror.
joy - and gives them a shape that evokes them for the
reader. This is conjuring, it’s magic and spells rather than
meditation, description, or ruminating; Coleridge rather
than Wordsworth, MacEwen  rather than Souster.  The trou-
ble with being a magic poet.is  that when you fail, you fail
more obviously than the meditative or descriptive poet: tbe
rabbit simply refuses to emerge  from  the hat. But you take
greater risks, and Reaney takes every risk in the bag, includ-
ing a number of technical ones that few others would even
consider taking.”

This is an important passage for &at it says about At-
wood and MacEwen.  as well as for the division that it draws
within the ranks of Canadian pbets.  The distinction between
realists and fantasists, if used carefully, can be a useful tool
for identifying certain major strains in Canridian  poetry, and
in modem poetry generally. All poets are committed to the
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ttm~: no 6ne has a monopoly. However.  certain pdets  stake
claims on external reality, on the visible, photographic
world of their senses: others. like Virginia Woolf in fiction,
prefer to search for treasure among “the dark places of
psychology.”

Among the fantasists. or illusionists, in Canada, Atwood

It may well be that this book represents thejirst
phase in MacEwen’s tmnsformation, or the pre-
lude to her rise PhoenMike from the ashes of
her discontent.

and MacEwen hold a special place. MacEwen, it scents to
me. is what 1 would call an tiuditory  illusionist. She seeks to
create, primarily through rhythm and solind, some sort of
transformation in tbe reader; thus, she is; at times, inordi-
wtely food of repetitions and beautiful or clever lines,
whose meaning will probably not rest in reason or logic.
Her best e;lrly  work, such as “Manzini:  Escape Artist” and
“The Red Bird You Wait For.” derives much of its effect
from hypnotic rhythms. which, as Yeats suggested, can
“prolong the moment of contemplation . . . keep us in that
state of perhaps real trance, in which the mind liberated
fmm the pressure of the will is unfolded! in symbols.”

In The Fire-Eafers MacEwen’s particular gift is evident
from the outset. in a fine poem that exploits the colloquial
and the familiar. Early middle age. the singer says,

Here sound is a son of embroidery for the int&ectual con-
ceit that gives rise IO the poem:

At its worst, this son of poem can easily deteriorate into
mere cleverness, as is the case when too much weight is
placed upon a banal or absurd line: “last night my dentist
died.” Sometimes, too. the poem never rises to the line that
seems to have given it occasion, or ‘which is its main
justification: “~1I.v thoughts have all turned  into stalacfites”
and “The man whose name is bigger than the universe.”
MxEwven seems, in this book, to be out of touch with her
muse, since even a potentially inter+ing poem such as
“The Clouds. the Birds and the Wind” can be scuttled by a
careless final line: “I submit the theory that the wind has no
clothes.”

Whatever magic exists in The Fire-Eaters may be found,
ironically. only in the prose poems, pa$cuiarly in a
sequence called “Animal Syllables.” In thkse places the
poet is no longer straining for effect and can, therefore,
surprise the reader with’minute il1umination.s.  such as the
observation that “an is a small crime I commit against the
seasons” or the notion that “Beyond these words is a pri-
vatc dance. It is as silent as that.” MacEwen’s crime is,
perhaps, not as large as it was; and it may pe that the private
dance behind the words absorbs her more now than it did
when she was a young woman.’ living in seblusion and
shooting arrows  the length of her basement apartment. If, as
the epigraph suggests. the poet has herself passed through
tire and survived, it may well be that this book represents
the !itst  phase in MacEwen’s transformation, or the prelude
to her rise Phoenix-like from the ashes of her discontent.

Atwood is quite a different kind of fantasist, or il-
lusionist. Reading her poetry. I am always reminded of that
famous limerick about the woman from Niger:

There & about her poetry something of the outrageousness
of that iiger’s  smile, with Mona Lisa’s grin and the Sphinx’s
expression  thrown in for good (or-bad) measure. Perhaps.
the mystery lies in the question of whether this is the work
of a tiger-woman or simply a tiger with a woman in its tank.

Too much has bren said about Atwood’s themes -
women’s liberation. the politics of sex, Canada’s search for
identity. to name the most obvious and. inevitably. least
interestittg’ones  -and too little about her,craft.  This situa-
tion has not been without some encouragement from the
poet herself, whose sallies into the critical wilderness have
been with the aim of bagging the thematic JIG OAME  in
Canadian literature. Atwood’s more specific criticism, to be
found in reviews and articles. however, reveals more
clearly her basic preoccupation with the craft of poetry.

The remarks on Reaney are a good example, particularly
the reference to “risks” that the poety musr take if he is to
“evoke” terror joy or hate in his reader. Or her reader.
These sentiments suggest a conception of poetry as device.
as artifact. not as a form of self-expression, or as cottfes-
sion. In an interview conducted by Chris Levensen she
makes the point quite clearly: “1 would say that I don’t
think what poetry does is express emotion. What poetry
does is to evoke emotion from the reader. and that is a very
different thing. As someone once said, if you want to ex-

.
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SAD, MAD,AND GOOD
A fine talent, its hou.r come :rou?d at

last, creeps tovad Bedlam to be b&n .

The Butterfly Ward, by Margaret Gibson Gilboord, -
Oberon Press, 133 pages, $8.95 cloth ( I S B N
O-S&3750-IS&P)  and $3.95 paper  (ISBN o_sS750-ISSS).

By MORRIS  WOLFE

REMELIBER  THE NAME  hkwgarel Gibsbn  Gilboord. One way
or another you’ll be hearing a great deal more of this
enormously talented 27-year-old  whose first book this is.
The lead story in The Burwrfly  Word,  “Ada,” has been
turned into a one-hour CBC-TV olav written and directed
by Claude Jutra. (It’s Jutra’s  hrs-t  .work for Bnglish-
Canadimt  television.) Some of the other stories in Ihe book
- “Making It.” for example - are so rich in cinematic
detail that 1 have little doubt thaf .they too will soon find
their way onto our television (or movie) screens.

Ms. Gilboord’s subjcct  is madness. With the exception bf
the weakest story in the book, “A Trip to the Casbah,”
which focuses on a man, each of the other five siories  has
as its central character a crazy young woman. She writes
about these women wivith  an intensi(y  rhac’s haunting. (My
I&year-old says reading The B~ncrj7y  Ward  helped her to
see for the first time what it must be like to be mad.),Ada
was once brilliant and an enormous problem to everyone but
she’s been lobotomized  and turned into a psychiatric ward
vegetable. She has enough of a sense of her f&mer  self th;lt
she murders an inmate who makes fun of what she’s be-
come.. Catherine in “The Phase” spends 12 years of her life
fan&zing  a relationship with a man she once barely knew.
Glare in “Considering Her Condition”Jcommits  suicide
shortly after giving birth. Liza in “Making It” straggles to
affect  sanity so hq baby won’t be taken away from her after
it’s born; but the baby is born dead. Kira in “The Butterily
Ward’* symbolizes madness in ihe last quarter of the 20th
century as she lies pinned insect-like to a board while
S-rays are taken of her water-logged brain: it’s assumed .
that whatever demons torment her will show up on film.

“Ada” first appeared in David Helwig and’ Joan
Harcourt’s  New Canutiian  Stories (1974). In a patronizing
review of that anthology in Norfhern Journey 6, David
McDonald states that Gilboord’s work shows promise bur
he accuses her of “encroaching on the territory K’ Kesey
staked out in One F/w Over  rhe Cuckoo’s Nesr.  ” He hopes
she can find “somerhing more original to write about.” In
fact Gilboord is writing about madness in a fresh way -
differently from the KeseylLaing approaches that have been
so dominant for the past dozen or more years. Gilboord’s
cnzies  aren’t just the victims of sick families and a sick
society. It’s mom complicated than that. In her world we’re
all victims -sane and insane alike desperately try to com-
fort one another. In “Ada,” a mother comes to visit her
daughter in a psychiatric ward and, as usual, becomes
upset; the daughter comments, “I always end up feeling
terribly sad for her. Hers is the life filled with pathos. not
mine. Mine is predictable.” In “The Phase” Catherine

Margum Gibson  Gdtmzd
takes satisfaction in the power she has over otheipeople asa
result of her madness. At the same time she is overwhelmed
with sympathy for them.

Gi!boord’s  world is filled with physical temxs -mirrors
that won’t reflect. bmkert glass, suicidal and homicidal
blood, ominous pregna+s.~Evec  the colour green - the
colour of several characters’ eyes - becomes. frightening.
Her world is peopled without  exception by psychological’
misfits -women who can’t or won’t talk for fear of letting
go their “bottled craziness.” Jewish men who have some-
how been crippled by their Jewishness, another man who
experiences life as if through a camera lens. (Gilboord
hqndles mea much less well than she does women. It’s
interesting that the ,most successful male character in the
book is a homosexual female impersonator.)

Margaret Gibson Gilboord is the most powerful new wri-
ter of fiction I’ve read in this country since Juan Butler came.
along. But while Butler has yet to learn to hamess his talent,
Gilboord demonstrates in at least two of her stories i
“Ada” and “Making It” (despite its somewhat melodrama-
tic ending) - an ability to write remarkably controlled
prose. “Ada” is as good a story as I’ve read in years.
Nonetheless, it seems to me that what Gilboord needs is
what Butler has needed - a first-rate editor to help her
become the vqv best writer she can be. Someone who could
encourage her to explore alternative endings to “Making
It”; who could get her to rework a story like “The Phase,”
which despite its power is disjointed; who could show her
how to part a story like “Considering Her Condition”
down to its bare bones. (Do we really need the New York
whore in that  story?) I’m not sayifig these things Io be
picky. I say theni only because we’re dealing with a major
talent hem-someone who can be not just good, which she
almady  is, but excellent. Remember the name. 0
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Great
expectorations

Spit Delaney’s Island. by Jack
Hodgins.  Macmihn, 199 pages,
$9.95 cloth USBN  0.7705-1391.3).

By MICHAEL SMITH

TIME ts~&rwSpit  Delaney inhabits is the
island no man is supposed to be. Physi-
cally. it’s Vancouver Island. but
spiriturlly  it’s an island made flesh
through Spit himself. Fonyish. funny-
looking. despised by his children. Spit
lives in a disused B/A gas station full of
the relics of defunct cars. His wife is
leaving him. And the paper mill where
he faithfully nurtured Old Number One
- a twosome as close as Roy Rogers
and Trigger-has lately sold the steam
lowmotive  to the National Museum
hxk east.  With the phasing out of
every  reason  for being. Spit tinds him-
self retired to the bone-heap of the
lonely.

That’s the way we meet Spit in
“Separating.” the first of these stories
by Jack Hodgins.  Spit examines the
sume problems ugsin for us as narrator
of the title story, which comes last.
They’re the only two stories in which
Spit turns up. but together they seem to
form u framework for the other eight.
All are about people whose lives have
been cut off - abandoned women,
idenlists  and recluses - and their at-
tempts and failures (pardon the clichb)
to rrlure. “Where is the dividing
line?” Spit ponders in “Separating.”
*‘. . . And what does it tnke IO see it?”

The answer depends on who’s talk-
ing. Some of the charncters  can only
offer cant.  Mrs. Bested in “Spit
Delnney’s  Island”: “Vision is a thing
of the heart.. The important thing is
to see.” Hnllie  Crane in “After the
Season”: “You can’t touch sameone
else without it affecting your life in
ame way.” Others, in several differ-
em stories. believe in the power of the
mind to heal. Though drawn with
humour,  most are bound by irony -
unattractive characters. fat like Big
Glad in “Every Day of His Life” or
“not pretty” like Crystal Styan  in “By
the River.” Like Spit and his beloved
engine. -me are obsessed.

Such characters appenrat  their best, 1
think. in “Three Women of the Coun-
try” in which events unravel from  each
woman’s point of view. As neighbours,
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their lives have bumped together but
never reully meshed. They never do -
even after one’s awful secret is acciden-
tally exposed. In “After the Season” a
man and woman work at a remote
fishing camp “like employer and em-
ployee, like invisible beings” - that
is. until all the guests have gone home.
When n stranger is cast  ashore by a
storm,  he threatens to spoil their ritual
mating dance. In “The Trench Dwell-
ers” the trench is the gulf within P fum-
ily es well es the strair  thnt divides the
island from the mainland.

Much less successful, for me, was
“At the Foot of the Hill, Birdie’s
School,” a surreal story about B reen-
aged boy who descends from the purity
of his mountain solace looking for cor-
ruption. The story alternates (I think)
between the boy’s daydreams nnd
(maybe) reality. ARer a couple of read-
ings I’m still not sure l got it. Though I
did like “By the River” --.in which a
young womnn  rushes through the
forest, anxious for the arrival of her
husband’s train - I was also a little
disappointed by the ending, which
seemed to me to depend too mih on a
somewhat predictable surprise.

By the time we meet poor old Spit
again  he hnsn’t  progressed  much. He’s
living on the coast  now, his marriage
demolished, nnd - we soon learn -so
is his cherished tnpe  casseue  of the
chutiings of Old Number One. An en-
counter with B freaky  woman poet
doesn’t totally help. Spit remarks of
her: “You can’t trust people who write
things on paper, they think they own all
the world and people too, to do what
they want  with.” On the contrary,
Hodgins  - for whom this collection is
thefirst-isone.Ithinkwecan  trust. Cl

WIi es
within wiles

Ash, by David Walker, Collins,
2.56 Pages, $10.95 cloth (ISBN
0.002:21042.8).

By PAT BARCLAY

READERS  ARE accustomed to novels that
require a certain suspension of dis-
belief. But should we extend the prin-
ciple to biographical notes on dust
jackets? Surely when a dust jacket
states thnt  a writer “has lived in Canada
since 1948.” one should be able to take
it at its word.

Then how to explnin  David Walker’s
conception of the way Canadians talk,
as evidenced in As/r? When Walker’s
protagonist, Scotsman Nigel Ash, asks
his Canadian  sister-in-law what she is
carrying in her basket she replies, “A
raspberry tart.” And when Nigel’s
teennged  Canadinn  nephew dropi in for
a party.  he produces a Styrofoam box
saying. “The lobsters, simply
mnsses.” Dialogue like this, combined
with B consciously studied style
(” ‘Would you like to go home now?
he asked when they had @shed lunch-
eon. But the dog lay by the fire, head
between paws. in some contentment”),
gets Ash off to an unpromising start.

Yet Walker, who now lives in St.
Andrew, N.B., is an old hand at the
novel-writing game (Geordie,  Where
the High Winds Blow, Black Dougal.
to name but a few), and experience
tells. His lmest novel rings a little too
false toooften, and it will bedistasteful
to some on moral grounds, but there’s
no denying that it’s an absorbing read.

Nigel Ash is the blnck-sheep  brother
of n stmight-laced Westmount big shot
who owns a summer house with nearby
cabin in the Bay of Fundy aen.  Nigel
moves into the cabin to recuperate from
pneumonin.  He ends up writing B
novel, falling in love with his brother’s
wife, shooting. a particularly brutal
poucher in the back. and high-tailing it
for the bush with the provincial con-
stabulary in hot pursuit. (He has a hid-
den and spotty past,  together with a
dread of prison developed during the
Second World War,  to prevent him
fmm giving himself up.) And as if all
the were not enough, Walker also of-
fers large chunks of his ‘hero’s novel-
in-progress, so that the teader is really
following two trails at once.

Most novels about writing novels, as
with films about mnking films or poems
about writing poems, come ncmss as
copouts at best. But Nigel Ash’s novel
is nlso ubout  a good man gone wrong
and hunted by the police; the parallels
with the story proper are intriguing and
enable Walker to lure the reader on with ’
the promise of two agreeably suspense-
f u l  e n d i n g s .

Less easy to t&e is Nigel’s killing T
execution, rather L of the poacher.
Walker attemptswthorinl  detachment
here, but oddly enough it is his views
on conservation and foresg  that sug-
gest his true feelings. Close to Nigel’s
cabin is a g&e of birches that requires
“tidying.” So Nigel bashes away with
II bucksaw, cutting ‘*a fair lot of useless
stuff like alder;” until ignorant and
messy old nature is finally made to con-
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forro  to civilbred  standards. The impli-
cations are clear. For one. the conser-
vationists’ slogan, “Let it be,” should
bu applied selectively. For another,
once one accepts the necessity of cut-
ting away ‘*a fair lot of useless stuff,”
it would seem pointless to stop at
poachers. 0

I- I I

l-d wel
she soong

The Street Where 1 Live, by
Maant I-has. McGraw-Hill Ry&s&,
215 pages, $8.95 cloth (ISBN O-07-.
092771.5).

By RON WALDIE

HERE ts YET  another and quite delight-
ful addition to the ever-growing
phenomenon of Winnipeg in this coun-
try. Maara  Haas has produced a”
evocative and whimsical collage of the
people and places of her childhood
street in North Winnipeg. The book
provides a non-Winnipegger like me
with a tangible feel for that city’s fas-
cinating cultural mosaic.

Haas set herself a difficult task.
Choosing IO create a scrap  book, she

allows herself no opponunity for leis-
urely description of characters or
events. Instead, she relies on
Chaucerian touches of detail that sug-
gest the whole person and the complete
setting. The technical &sign of the
book enhances this sense of pastiche.
Units of no more than five or six sen-
tences are deliberately, oflen  atnus-
ingly. separated from each &hey,  thus
giving ao impression that they have
been pasted onto the page. It is a tricky
business and Haas  succeeds remark-
ably well. The characters do not be-
come caricatures and most bf the
episodes are not only complete, but
are also vested with a gentle. ironic
perspective.

The‘ design of the notil reveals
Haas’  real strengths. She has. first, a
superb descriptive technique that, in
one sentence, can capture a mood, a
smell, or a characteristic that would
take most writea  a paragraph IO ap-
oroximate.  One of ttty favorites is her
descriptions of the smell of camphor
her father’s drugstore: “All year round
the air is choking with camphor. a kind ?
of furry ice-cube smell that goes up
your nose like a hot pepper icicle.”

Secondly, by a complex maitipula-
tion of her point of view. she neither
sentimentalizes nor patronizes her

street and its people. Haas assumes.-
throughout the book, the eye of her
childhood but writes with the hand of
her maturity. Consistently the childlike
stance and tone are balanced by the
subtle and loving perspective of the ma-
ture person lookhtg  back. seeing what
is important, then letting the child tell
us about it. The result  of this technique
is the creation of a satisfying and subtle
irony; it gives the entire book a dimen-.
sm  of poignancy that softens and en-
riches the harsh realities of poverIy,
pettiness, and pain. This imnic pers-
pective, however, never intrudes to
moralize or judge. Haas  knows and
loves her street and its people too much
For that. She has chosen to reveal them
at neither their worst nor their best, but
at their most typical.

Finally, her aliility  IO iind the inter-
sections in her street - those points
where the mundane, often crushing, _
realities of day-to-day existence’trans-
ect the universal rhythms of human ex-
perience - gives this collage its cohe-
sion and strength. Episodes such as the
Ukrainian Christmas dinner at Uncle
Vladick’s or Mrs. Vloshkin’s appoint-
ment at the dressmaker’s are both
highly particularized and movingly
universal. They are, for me. the two
most successful scenes in the book.

DDRLAND ’S  I LLUSTRATED MEDICAL  DlCTlf)NARY
. . . .

The big red Dorlattd  - one of the wodd’a  moat widely
used and respected scientific reference works.  Now
more indispensable than ever in a totally new edition.

ACCURATE l COMPLETE l TIMELY

0 Bill me -
0 Cheque enclosed, (Book(s) sent

postpaid)
0 Send C.O.D.

Over 500.000 copies of the previous edition are in ciroula-
t i o n .  H e r e ’ s  whaf m a k e s  t h e  a/&new  2 5 t h  e d i t i o n  e v e n
b e t t e r : . .

Name . . . . . . .tiipRik. . . . . . . . . .

. Tlmellneai  - completely up-to-date. keeping pace Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘. . .
with every significant scientific advance. Over 14,000
totally new entries. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .bode  . . . . . . , . . . . . .

. Exhaustively revised - all existing entries were criti-
cally checked to insure accuracy and timeliness. Ob ,’
aolete material has been deleted, new knowledge in-
corporated, diiilcult  concepts clarified.

l Authority - eighty-three internationally known au-
thoritiea have veriiied the accuracy of entries in their
areas of expertise.

. llluatmtions  - strategically placed drawings, photo- 833 Oxford Street
micrographs.  and color plates (many new or redrawn),
graphically depict key features. Tables and charts put TORONTO, ONTARIO
important data in ils moat accessible form. Mei 5T9

17448  paBe% 7% x 10% inehea.  225 ligurea  plus 22 tttll color
plates. Fterlble  blndlng. Thumb indexed. 522.15.
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T/w Sfrwr Where  I Lire h a s  a
Chaucerian ring about it. Here’s hoping
it is only the Prologue. since these peo-
ple all have stories IO tell and Haas
clearly has the talent and vision IO tell
them. 0

The terror .

of his ways
Class Warfare, by D.M. Fraser,

Pulp Press, 176 pages,  $8.95  cloth
and $3.50 paper.

By BRIAN VINTCENT

IF I’OL”RE A terrorist at 20, I don’t sup-
pose you’re thinking much about what
you’ll bedoing  at 40. Ofcourse. there’s
always the hint from Frost, who didn’t
care to be radical when young for fear
of being conservative when old. But
who wants to believe him. a crazy old
farmer and a poet who never did any-
thing?

As far as poets are concerned. you’re
likely to find  Wallace Stevens more
useful and push “We live in an old
chaos of the sun” at people. forgetting
that this dismal cosmic revelation spur-
red him on to the search for order and
that the creation of more chaos was not
what he had in mind.

And so. the earnest flower children,
concealing weapons in their baskets of
blooms. peered through their granny
glasses at the hostile world, how many
upheaval  ago? Or. full of a pushy fury
and a disarming innocence, peddled
their Mao books from a store in
Toronto’s little Italy. That is, until a
Sicilian began IO feel his dream of dol-
lars built on the laying of bricks was
threatened and put one through their
front window.

The books went back to Mao. The
children grew defensive and. in a group
for strength. moved on. Solidarity
weakened. Some cut their hair and pot
on accountants’  faces. Others vanish
into drugs. It is over. The whine of
dirillusion  lingers.

But periodically there is a ritual retm-
ion. spontaneous and fervid. A popular
plze is the cinema where through the
ceremonial smoke they make a mighty
noise for The Barrle of Algiers and re-
member with a sad ache the days of
action.

Such thoughts come from reading
Class Wurfire. a collection of short.
tiction  by D. M. Fraser that Pulp Press
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is issuing in a second edition after the
success of a limited first edition last
year. You don’t have to read very far in
the book to realize that Fmser is one of
those radicals gmwn old, but what sets
him apa,fI  fmm the type is that he faces
the fact with qandoorand a deirastating
honesty.

His stories tremble with iervour for
“les neiges donran.” If he wrote
about flowers, you know instinctively
that the petals would have fallen, the
leaves shrivelled. His characters can
only be himself. They ambulate in con-
fusion through a world of confmntation
trying hard to remain true but always
failing. Taken together, the pieces in
Class W&u@  present a remarkable
portrait of a generation that was so busy
trying to change the world it forgot to
prepare for its own maturity. One day
teacher’s whistle blew signal!ittg  the
end of play time. Ruin and bewilder- ,,
meat engulfed the playground.

But there’s something else besides
his candour  that sets Fraser apart from
his fellow radicals and that is his articu-
late language. Pulp Press, of which he
is literary editor, claims he writes
magnificent prose  that  is both dense and
clear. They are right-and how such a
stylist, who has apparently been tirit-
ing for years, has escaped general
notice isamystery. Onesuspects  he has
not advertised himself, made no con-
cessions, and that ifhe.was read at all it
was in spite of himself. Not through
being shy or retiring, but because he
didn’t much care and preferred, as he
maintains in a note at the end of this
new edition of Class Warfare. to write
for his friends. :

The last half of Ckrss  Wq%re is a
novella called “Lonesome Town” to
which never-never holiday resort Jamie
goes to pull his head together. You
don’t expect he’ll succeed since none of
Ilie book’s other Jamies under different
names have done so. But this Jamie has

But then, why should  you care when
things seem always to turn out so
badly? You kidnap a rich son in the
book’s title story and it’s all devoted
terrorism until you get caught. And
doesn’t everyone get caught in the end,
like Marie Tyrell in another story? You
find yourself an amateur in a scenario
that is out.of control. You grow dis-
pirited battering a system that doesn’t
crack because it is doing something
much less spectacular - giving way
and reshaping in an altered form. This
should fill you with infinite satisfaction
since you are helping to provoke the
slow change, But it doesn’t. since you
areimpatient for speed.

some vivid experiences in the attempt
and he goes home maybe just a mite
wiser.

It is imponant  that he do 50 because
Fraser’s futuie  as a talented and in-
teresting writer will depend heavily on
whether’he finds new material or not.
CIoss Warfare mines a thin scam and
though Fraser mines it deep, it is not
inexaustible.

Sd Class Warfarq  can  be greeted
with celebrations. But also with a fear-
ful hope for what the second bpok by
Fraser, which is in preparation, will
hbld. Ic is easy’to write brilliantly for
one’s friends. Ultimately, though, it is
in the big, hard, greedy world where it
counts. And no one can know that bet-
ter than an ageing radical. 0

Edts ern
reproaches

Blood Ties, by David Adams
Richards, Oberon Press, 278 pages,
$11.95 cloth USBN  O-88750-188-51.

By MICHAEL COOK

TO LIVE  IN the Maritimes is to be aware
of pain and loss. Which is not to say
there is no joy or laughter. There is a
great deal, but its wellsprings are the
true source of all comedy -pain and
loss. Perhaps it has always been that
way, but not as sharp as now, not as
keen as now. as a new poverty born of
the shredded spirit manifests itself in
anarchy. anger, and a wild despair.

To live in the Maritimes is IO be con-
scious always of the power of nature. It
beais thmttgh  the blood; the bitter win-
ters..  the ivide and wasteful ocean, the
rich-smelling attd  suddetisummers.  the
skies burdened with bewildering
change. ,

It is to belong, and yet not to be. It is
to lbve powerfully with all the strength
of histoy and landscape and yet, like
the landscape, finding love inarticulate
atter  all, secondary IO bonding and the
silence bf the self that is at the core of
being.

To live in the Maritimes is to be a
celebrant of unspoken rituals; the rites
of passion and blood. of silent com-
munal drinking, of times and gather-
ings commencing, as (he days com-
mence, with slow and studied purpose
but moving inexorably towards an or-
giastic explosion of energy that can be
either joyous or violent.
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BfooJ Tics.  David Adams Richards’
second  novel. speaks IO these things.
Richards examines the evolulion of a
family  in a specific place and time -
the Mimm;lchi  region of New Brnns-
wick, from July. 1967, to October,
IYfi9.  The?%lacDnnnots.  at the booli’s
opening, ive adrift and do not know it.
The fours  of change that threaten  roots
and mythology swirl about them, but
Maufat  and Inme, the parents. resist or
ignore them. burying their unease in
routine and ritual: if you wear the same
face  each day then surely the  days will
remnin  the same. Up in the old family
home. Annie. the grandmother. lives
alone in senile tranquility. her mem-
ories trapped behind the eyes. Fed and
changed daily by Irene and her grand-
d;lugluer.  Cathy, she is propped up
nightly against  pillows. the radio blar-
ing. bursting out occasionally into
wild. high singing. By the book’s end,
she has gone. And rhe house has gone,
mid to an unpleasant pir of radical-
chic Americans. Maufat Emembers
her at a lobster broil when she told him:
“You  know. I’ve lived 10 see long rafts
on this river - I’ve lived 10 see long
logs on this river - I’ve lived fo see
pulp drives on rhis river - and now
I’ve lived lo see nothin’  on this river.”

He could noi answer her. Maufat is a
vivid crealjon,  a slow. powerful gentle
man, a labourer  af the rail yard. 1 have
known Maufats.  aill know them. They
drink  beer before breakfast. They speak
of things  that are of interest  but no real
concern, avoiding emotion. They do
things as they have always been done
because there is no other way, and they
mwpr  what  fate decrees because that  is
also what they have always done. They
inspire love or hate.  but never indiffer-
ence. Occasionally, they wonder why
they were born. They are of that genera-
don of Maritimers  whose destiny iI is m
be the lasst  of their kind.

The book is assembled with ihe bril-
liance and clarity of a prism. As the
principals turn  in their orbit  against the
light,  so Ihe text is shot through with  the
radiance of insight:

All Ihe family are buried. 10 some
degree, beneath  a glittering crust.
Leah. Irene’s daughter, is unhappily

married tocecil,  aman in whom nature
has turned sour. He is of the woods and
the waler  and the trees (as is everyone
in the book) and his frustrated passion
is diverted 10 alcohol and violence.
Only Ihe accidental death of an nn-
known infant can release the spring of
tenderness in him, and then fleetingly.
Leah.  pecking at the crust. finally
breaks free. Cathy, her half-sister, is
moved to repeat herexperience, indulg-
ing in a helpless, abortive affair with
John, a more schizoid, self-destructive
and destroying version of Cecil. But
Cathy’s sense of self is slronger  rhan
Leah’s;  it is B strength drawn from
Maufac.  She too breaks free. The driv-
ing themes are the predominant ones of
the contemponry  Maritime experi-
ence. Frusrration,  a frustration com-
pounded by a sense.of  helplessness in
Ihe face of the erosion of dignity and
identity, and ihe struggle for survival.
now emotional where once it was phys-
ical. In this, the women, less rigid,
aware of the creative potential of their
nafunz.  become rhe survivors.
The plot is character. To examine
that in detail in the space available
would perhaps prompt  the idea lhaf this
is yet another  agonizing narrative of life
in rural  Canada where mutual mastur-

An Unauthorized Biography

by EARL WILSON
Earl Wilson, the widely-read, syndicated show business
columnist, a man who has been both friend and enemy to
Sinatra, tells the real stories behind the legend ofthe  most
listened to, most imitated singer of the twentieth century
in this “unauthorized biography”.

For Sinatra’s misty-eyed fans of all ages, here is the cap-
tivating story of his career - the nosedives and come-
backs, the songs and movies; his marriages and affairs;
his alleged ties with the Mafia and the Vegas crowd; his
political involvements; the brawls, parties, lawsuits-all
the details that have made “my way” the symbol for an
adventuresome, individualistic, aggressive way of life.
Photographs. $10.95
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bation  is the critical rite of passage.
This is not so. Blood Tim is a poetic,
complex, and deeply moving work.
The author has created a verbal canvas
in the style of Brueghel,  and in that
style examines with compassion and
love the characters poised on their par-
ticular sod. moving towards their indi-
vidual and unknown destinies. An
almost-abstract attention so physical
detail illuminates a secondary theme.
the place of people in their landscape,
the possibility of harmbny between
men and a nature that, when it seems
most remote. remains a bright and
flashing hope.

Above all, this is a magnificently
honest book. At a time when Mari-
timers are regarded as either delinquent’
welfare bums (Ottawa) or latter-day
Robinson Cmsoes  (Departments of
Tourism). it is’critical  that a workcome
forward that illustrates for Canada the
distinction that makes all fourMaritime
provinces a nation apart, with elements
of a common cultural sensibilily.  Obe-
ron press have made a happy and
significant choice for this, their 100th
publichtion.  0

The populist
who forgot
the people

The Man  Who Wanted to Save
Canada, by R. .I. ChickChilderhose,
Hoot Prodttelions  (Box 1869, Vic-
toria, B.C.), 196 pages, $10 cloth.

By DGUGLAS  HILL

PxK.4Gas  containing mysteriously
dead birds - killed by some
unidentifiable form of airborne pollu-
tion - land on the desks of three fed-
eral ministers. Neil Bmdy:  ageing war
hero. failed businessman. closet
idealist, is summoned by an old friend
in External  Affairs and given a contract
to investigate the case and any implica-
tions it may have for branch-plant
biological-chemical wya~  research. In
this Ottawa of the (near?)  future, pre-
paring with opaque bureaucratic calm
for the separation of Quebec and union
with the United States. Bmdy is frus-
trated into political action. He becomes
the self-appointed founder and leader
of the people’s Movement. His mis-
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sion: to save Canada from her gqvern- Childerhose calls his novel “pmphe-
ment. tic.” It isn’t: that word implies inspim-

This is the scenario, and R. I. Chick tion,  a level of creativity beyond the
Childerhose has conslructed  a fas!-. facile and merely competent. A book
moving and more or less plausible that depends upon a gimmick, as this
political thriller upoti  it. The realities of one does - upon a clever. precisely
current e’vents,  recent  federal legisla- measured juxtaposition of fantasy and
tion, and nationalist pressure gmups reality - must make an extra effott to
arc all here. thinly disguisti,  and sup- surmount its own limitations. Once a

plemented by a number of carefully in- reader catches on to the gimmick, h’s
vented peripheral details and incidents. too easy for him to see whether or not
Although the outcome of the novel is thebook  offers anything beyond it. The
predictable and unoriginal, its message Man Who Wmred to Save Canada is
is nonethel&  affecting, and even entertaining and thought-provoking -
frightening. The story touches too with its subject-matter it could hardly. :
many ofthe reader’s shared doubts and be otherwise - but it’s definitely not
anxieties about Canada’s future to b inspired. It’s workmanlike, no
dismi&d  as silly. more. 0 . ’

Paradoxically, it’s this same relent-
less plausibility, I think, that keeps
Childerhose from realizing the fictional
possibilities of his novel. The book is
simply too earnest and correct. As a
statement, a description of a situation
that might just be lurking amund  the
next corner, it’s convincing: but as
fiction,  because it’s all so cautiously
believable.. it seems flat, mechanical,
without life. ‘.

K=P
Mein Ka&f
‘fires burning ’

T h e  Mm W h o  FVprrred  10 Saw The Lit% and Death of Adolf Hi-
Cmodn  lacks flesh and blood. The tler, by George  Iiubne, Macmillan. .
skeleton is properly assembled, but
within a feti pages the reader begins to

256 pages,  $18.95 cloth (ISBN 0.7705
-1482.2).

notice some’essential  parts are missing.
For one thing, the pmse is not particu- By ALICE SINCLAIR
larly accomplished: dialogue is wooden
and stilted: characterization is riddled
with stereotypes and clich& narrative

rko  QUESTIONS leap 10 the mind on
picking up this book. Why another

is labored and jerky. Telling the reader work about Hitler and why in thd form
that the hero’s “natural dignity, his of a stage play? Hulme  is a playwright,
honest outrage, ma& him a compelling of course, so drama is a natural medium
figure. ” is no substitute for-xeating  a for him to choose. Drama also speaks to :
character who is genuinely compelling us directly and, by confining itselfonl~
on his merits. Nor dq fast, shqri  para- to what is relevant. can cover a lot of
graphs alone make for thrilling action. ground.  Hulme wants IO remind us of
Nor does the repeated use of the word the fact of Hitler and IO show us his life
“erotic” to describe the effect the as a consistent whole. A play - even
love-interest has upon the hem (as in, an enormously long one like this _ is
“her pmximily  awakened hii erotic compact enough to enable him to do
feelings”) stir the reader to more than a just that. I don’t think he could have
yawn. done it as clearly and economically in .

Similarly with the. book’s politics. anoIher  medium.
They are clear and consistent - the This juggernaut of a play is both a I
novil  wears its populist Canadian heart monument and a warning. It is a
upon its sleeve - but never more than monument to the five million Jews
rudimentary and simplistic. ‘What is murdered by Adolf Hi&r. Genocide is
lacking is a human &pest,  a cornpI+ not new. of course, but we had been
ity ofnuanckand  motive that could tmit kidding ourselves that we had gmwn
the raw material of speeches, argu- less brutal, more humane. somehow
ments, and positions into a drama with “better.” And the shock of learning
characters who give the illusion of

i
that we are as bestial as our ancestors

being actual people. It’s a failure of has unalterably changed the emotional
imaginative’integmtioh,  really; all the climate of the 20th century.
pieces fiI together properly  - plot, The play is a waning  because we
character, ideas - but the energy that just couldn’t believe that Hitler meant
could charge the book is wanting. exactly what he said. How wrong we
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were. And Hulme hammers the point
h o m e .

Hulme is a Canadian living in Eng
land. His work has been widelv  and
successfully produced there and&o  in
Europe. In fact. he writes very much in ‘.
the European tradition. The Life and
Drarh of Adc#Hitler  is more reminis-
cent of the work of Rolf Hochhuth than
it is of most Canadian writing. There is
the same interest in world figuns.  the
same didacticism. the same larger-
than-lifecharacters. Theonly  Canadian
example of this kind of writing that
springs to my mind is J.T.
McDonough’s  Chorbonncau  er lc
Chef. However, while McDonough
and Hulme paint their scene in stark
black  and white, they don’t share
Hochhuth’s  penchant for exposing the
good guys (the Pope, Churchill) with
feet ofclay.

The  Life and Death of AdolfHitler  is.
exactly what its title implies. Ii presents
Hitler’s life from baptism  to suicide
with admirable clariiy’  and growing
momentum. However, the monster
does not exist in a vacuum. We are )
given plenty of information about the
world he was born into and later man-
ipulated. We are made aware, tbr in-
stance, of the Catholics who were so
fewently  religious that they could hate
the Jews as murderers of Christ. The
final solution for the Jews may be
Hitler’s most abominable crime but
Hulme does not forget tdremind  us that
there were others - the killing work
camps for political prisoners, for ex-
ample. or the vengeful bombing of
open cities, such as Guemica.

We are never at a loss to know what
is going  on and, more important. its
significance. The passion and drive of
the play force us to witness a career of
pare evil without beitig  able to torn OUT
heads away. We are deeply disturbed,
as Hulme intends US to be.

The Canada Council awarded Hulme
a Senior Arts Fellowship. its highest
award, to help him in reseamhing  and
writing Hirler. An award to an expat-
dote to write on a non-Cenadian  subject
is unusual. In Hulme’s  case, the coon-
cil  felt it should step beyond the bounds
of nationalism to encourage a recog-
nized Canadian writer of world stature.
dealing with a subject of world impor-

’The Hole in the Fer%
Delightful, vividly illustrated tales
about  an allegorical vegetable
garden. Designed for children
aged 6 to 9, these stories are
educational as well as enter-
taining. They will help children
develop a sense of self-awareness
and will teach them to cope with
new social situations. Paperbound.
8~~x11”(21Wx28cmI.  132 pages.
H49-3-1976.  $3.50

6In Energy
for Canada
Th\s  important publication reviews
energy policy decisions made
since 1973, investigates the stark
realities Canadians may face in
the period 19761990 and then
outlines a National Energy
Strategy for Self-Reliance
recently developed by the
Government of Canada. Paper-
bound. SW x 10” (16% x 25cmI.
170 pages. M27-14-19791.  $2.50
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A Panorama of
l=orests  .
Arresting colour  photography
probes deep into Canada’s forest
country, uncovering beauty and
mystery at every turn. The
accompanying text, concise and
thoroughly readable, sets out
origins and influences. Full-colour
dust jacket. Clothbound.
9~x12~~(24~31cmI.254pages.
FO25-17-1975.  $13.50

Available at Canadian Government Bookstores or
by mall [Ottawa  KlA OSS),  at our authorized  agents and
through your local bookstore.

lance.  Good for the council.
The play is long ‘- two to three

hours’ reading time and more than
’ IJcl %&t&end  Setvi~a

twice that in a theatre.  The large cast. _ The  Hon. .tean+iene  Goqer
the multitudinous sets. properties, and Ml”lsler. .
costumes. pet  a production beyond the
budget of small and medium-sized_

Pttntktg  and Pubtlshing

theatres.  Will this uncomfortable play
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therefore reach the readers and audi-
en~ws h deserves? I doubt it. I have
found no mention of any producrion
and 3 IS.95 is a stiff price 10 pay for the
book.

What Hulme  has written is important
and it is fruslraling  to think that the
play’s length and qpense  seem likely
10 doom ir to failure and fo make it
dwindle into a mere unread closet
dmma. 0

H arnessing
dream horses

Wood Mountain Poems, by An-
drew Suknaski. Macmillan, 127
pages, $6.95 paper (ISBN O-7705
-13883).

on 8rst  looking down from lions
gate bridge, by Andre Suknaski,
Black Moss Press (R.R.1,  Coats-
worth,  Ont.),  24 pages, $1.95 paper
(ISBN  8-88962-021-O).

By GEORGE MRLNYK

WCIOD  ~KJUNTAIN is a village in south-
central Saskatchewan. A hundred years
ago Sitling Bull camped here and at the
turn  of the century Romanian  immig
rants came to plough  the land. Soon.
Wood Mountain’s history will take
another leap. The government has
plans for a national grasslands park in
the vicinity. II is within this continuum
that Andy Suknaski writes.

He was born here in 1942,  the son of
a pioneer who came to farm in the dis-
trict in 1914. Andy still keeps a house
in the village where he spends a part of
each year. 11’s just around the comer
from his molhcr’s  place. T,his book of
poems is a tribute to his home town. his
family and the local personalities who
xc his friends.

He began his career as a poet in the
1960s.  wriling  concrete poetry  and
travelling  lo the distant city-meccas
that  are the escape dreams of rural
Prairie life. Eventually, he stopped
running away and returned. These
poems represent a peace that he has
made with himself and his past. They
are the voice of the populist agrarian
West.

Sukneski’s  style is journalistic. In
poems titled “Johnny Nicholson.”
“Eli Lycenko.” “Jimmy Hay’s
Place.” and “West  Central Pub,” he
documents rhe people and stories of
Wood Mountain. “There is nothing
flashy or sensational about these
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poems, no verbal surplus or gymnas-
tics,” writes Al Purdy in his intro-
duction to the book. This uncluttered
form suits the simple  realities that the
poet  describes. It also carries the full

.force  of the peasant moods he expresses
- the ethnic rage, rhe stalwart deter-
mination and the heavy sadness of cxis-
te.nce.

There  arc no love poems in this
book, no midnight passions one would
expect  from a young man, only the
premature voice of an old gcedo
(grandfather). This family album is a
record of suffering and tenderness.
Whcthcr  they be about his father walk-
ing to Moose Jaw and back six times
(100 miles each way) to get title for his
land, or his mdthershovelling  coal onlo
flatcars for 16 hours, or friends like
Vasile.Tonita.  the village milkman, or
Lee. Soparlo.  gas station operator,
schoolbus  driver, and postmaster, his
stories  ring with  a pessimistic mattcr-
of-factness thar  occasional comedy
only accentuates.

Rudy Wiebe has said that Suknaski’s
poetry captures the sounds and rythmns
of the language of Prairie people. His
poetry is not only full of “foreign”
words but also the bmken  English  of
the Eastern Eumpean  immigrant and
the Indian, who has become an immig-
rant in his own land. This useof  Ukni-
nian (geedo,  loshka)  and Dakota
(mnshreeshka.  Ireehlrreson)  in the
poems is not just a sprinkling of local
colour,  ir is also a form of respect, and
an affirmation of cultures and lan-
guages other  than the dominant one.

The significance of Suknaski’s
poetry rests  not in its form but its con-
tent. It is part of a new genre develop
ing in the West today (best examplitied
by Rudy Wiebe’s Tertrpmrions  of Big
Bear)  which dares to cross the powerful
boundary between the white and Indian
world. With the decay of agrarian
civilization in the’ West, the present
generation of writers has been freed to
cxplorc its identity beyond the white
immigration of the 20th century. As
Andy proclaims:

I cl& the= ddngs
and dds  nnccrrml space IO mow  rhnxwb  and
bcymd
. 10 chronicle the meanby  of dose vast
phdrrs

His poems move beyond the
chronicling of white ancestors, which
the poet Dale Ziemrh had done so well
in Clearing a feiv  years ago. They enter
the Indian world, where they rouch  on
myth and legend. The poems to Sitting

Bull and the Nez  Per&  are a courage-
ous .attempt to appropriate the Indian
past, to give the immigran! farmer and
the buffalo hunter a fragile oneness. At
present this is happcning~only  in the
realm of imagination, as Andy explains
in a poem thar concludes the collection:

rime....
M rmsoddle

rbne 10 de this dream horse 10 asmr
a,,d w/k
ordbmry  card,

There is yet to be a response from the
Indian side to these white offerings.
Nevertheless, these new “dream
horses” in the West’s culture are cir-
culating before  the public. They are
cwating  the outlines of a new identity
and whether wc like it or not. it is true
that cultural renaissances oRen prehxle
political revoluiion.

Suknaski’s poetry gathers its
strength  from this movement forrccon-
ciliation. It is based on the need10 build
a new relationship with the land that is
no1  just white, agrarian, and populist
but is also indigenous and native. That
he has slrived  to bring together the In-
dian and the ethnic, rhe two peoples of
the land, in a fledgling promise of unity
is a great  achicvcment  and a political
act.

Those who do not want fo pay $6.95
for this paperback, can read  some of the
same poems in a small chapbook  pub-
lished by Black Moss Press entitled on
looking down from lions gotc bridge.
which sells for a modest $1.95. 0

Though blind, t

he could see
Alan Crawley  and Contemporary

Verse, by Joan McCullagb,  Univer-
sity of British Columbia Press, 92
pages, $11 cloth (ISBN O-7748
-0047-X).

By LEN GASPARINI

LITTLE NAGAZINES  have a way of hap-
pening. No matter how humble their
inception - whether cranked out on a
mimeograph in a basement or launched /:

:

, s : :
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DEAR READER
The primary goal of Books in Canada Is to
keep the general public informed about
Canadian books. We think we’ve been
doing a fairly good job. But we know we
can improve. That’s why we would much
appreciate your taking the time to fill out
the followlng questionnaire. Try to answer

1. Where did you pick up this copy of Booksh  Cenada?
In a bookstore q
In 8 library q
By subscription 0
Other (please  specify) 0

2 Do you  read Books in Canada regulmly?
Yes 0
NO q

3. DO YOU have  trouble gettinb Books in Canada each
month?

Ye5 0
NO q -

4. Do you find the reviews in BooksIn  Canada  helpful in
choosing the books you buy?

Very helpful q
Helpful sometimes q
Not helpful q

5. Do you find the ad!mrJisements  in Books,in’  Canada
helpful in choosing the batiks  you buy?

Very helpful q
Helpful sometimes q
Not helpful 0

6. What did you particularly like, or dislike, about this
issue? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7. We get varying reections about the magazine. Would
_

Household Income

you tell us now  you tee1  about the following statements? Less than $10.000 q

Strorlaly  Agree  Disagree Strongly $10,000-$20,000  q
Awee disagree $ZO,OOO-825,000  q

(a) Full of good articles q u q u Over $25,000 q

lb) For the general reader q q q q Occupation:
(cl Great for news about q u q u

Canadian books
Town and Province:

(dl Rrvimvs  are current q u q u

every question, but if some bother you
just skip them; The sooner we receive
your answers, the sooner we can put your
suggestions into effect. As an induce-
ment, we promise to send book prizes to
the respondents of the first 10 question-
naires we receive back.

8. In what ways do you think we could improve Booksin
cam&7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9. How often do You  visit your library and/or  bookstore?
Library Bookstore ‘-

Ome a week q q
23 times e month q 0
Once e month q q
Less than once e month q q

10. About how many books do you (i) read (ii) buy?

One or more e week 0 q
2-3 a month q q
One e month q 0
Less than 1 e month q q .

11. Finally, would you please  provide the following details
to help us interpret the information you have given us.
sex M q

F q

Age Under 20 q 20-30 q 3040 q Over40 q

PLEASE RETURN TO: Questionnaire, Books in Canada
366 Adelaide St. E., Toronto M5A lN4
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department -~ ?he doggediess  -and
often  fly-by-night nature of their exis-

in slick format bv a univcrsitv  Enelish

tence have always been the circulatory
system of literary culture.

of writers” were successful.
’ “chapbook of a limited or local group

AFler the war this sort of social-
realist poetry was supplanted by lyri-
cism and myth. However, a comfortn-
ble Wasp mediocrity pervaded the cul-
ture, and the years 1947-1952 were
somewhat depressing as regards any
literary divergence from the norm.
Crawley continued to solicit work from
new writers, and because he had that
“rare ability 10 see the.way  a poet was
going and help him move in that direc-
tion without imposing his own views
and preferences, his interest and letters
bridged the isolation many poets Fell.”

Today there is certainly no dearth of
them in Canada. But in 1941, when
Alan Crawley began to publish
Conrernporary  Verse  in Vancouver,
there were only two in the whole coun-
try - Catindian  Forttm  and Canadian
Poetry rNqgaorine  -:and  neither was in
any way committed to “modernism”.

In this book Joan McCuUagb  chroni-
cles the poetic activity between 1941
und 1952. when Cmwley’s  quarterly
magazine charted the establishment of
modern Canadian poetry by publish@g
tbe largest, most impressive, and mosl
representative collection of early 1940s
poetry. McCullagh  also quotes exten-
sively from hitherto unpublished cor-
respondence between Crawley and
nearly every important port of that
time. And Domlhy  Livesay’s intimate
foreword sheds much light oil the
character and background of this man
who. though blind, acted as a critic and
as a Ialenl  scout for Canadian poetry.

The first issue of Contemporaty
Verse was “small, thin, and unprelen-
tious.”  II contained 14 lithographed
pages. nine poems. and a brieF
foreword by Crawley explaining its
purpose. The board of founders in-
cluded Crawley. Livesay.  Floris
Mclaren.  Anne Marriott. and Doris
Ferne.  Reaction to this magazine ven-
ture was immediate and enthusiastic,
but not uncritical, as McCullagh points
out: “Too often Crawley had to use
poetry whichdid  no1 meel his standards
in order 10 geel  an issue out, and
rhroughoul  the course of the magazine
he was forced to delay issues while he
waited for good poetry 10 arrive.” For
the mosl parl, ‘Crawley had to rely on
regular contributors such as P. K. Page,
Earle  Birney, Louis Dudek, Raymond
Souster, and Anne Wilkinson. And it is
interesting to read how much these sea-
soned poets benefited fmm  his criti-
cism and encouragement.

During the war years CotttempomrJ
Verse reflected Ihe various phases of a
growing body of Canadian writing
whose concerns were predominantly
political and socioeconomic; but it was
a measure of Alan Crawley’s eclecti-
cism that his mag&ne  managed to cap-
lure all the moods and lrends  of Cana-
dian poetry in this period. There was a
perceivable developFen  towards a
natural. idiomatic poetry, and
Crawley’s efforts 10 prevent
Cotttetttpom~  Verse from being a
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Almosl single-handedly Crawley seI
the dial for poetry in this country.

.McCullagh’s  well-researched book
concludes with pertinent notes to each
chapter, a comprehensive bibliog-
raphy, and an index. The book is a
veritable labour of love. and one that’s
been  long overdue. q

How clem
wds his vdet

When I Was Young,  by Raymond
Massey, McClelland & Stewart, 269
pages, $13.95 cloth (ISBN O-7710
-5854-3):

By JIM CHRISTY

TORONTO reviews of Raymond
Massey’s book about his youth have
concentrated on Ihe family’s imprint on
the city face - the Massey-Ferguson
implement company, the U of T’s Hart
House, the Massey Hall audhorium,

even the Fred Victor Mission. And they
have mehtioned  Ihe sibling rivalry be-
tween Raymond and Vincent, who was
to become the first  native-born Gover-
nor General. The writers  F the same
reviews have avoided men lorung,  no9. .
doubt deferring fo the position of the
Masseys,  out of respect.  that the book
is a bit. uh, lugubrious. Very nice, but
like a dignified uncle whose stories
have you nodding continually to keep
from yawning.

Unfortunately, there is nothing in-
cluded concerning Raymond Massey’s
50-year  career in stage and film. The
man has done virtually everything that
the professions offer. Yet this volume
(I hope another follows) restricts itself
to pre-career memories, to a late Ed-
wardian setting. Top of same, 10 be
pure: a mansion on Jarvis Street; fine

heavy furniture and ‘gloomy drawing
rooms that are never used; plenty of
servants; and much reserve. The telling
suffcxs  fmm a lack of either snobbery or
irony.

Not much happens. Huckleberry
Finn, Raymond wasn’t. He was pulled
the two blocks to school  in a buggy
cart. Then there was, of course, Upper
Canada College, a commission in the
Royal Canadian Artillery, Oxford,
where he rowed.  and a brief stint in the
family business. It is all a ‘268-page
set-up For the last-page punch line when
the 24-year-old  Raymond announces
his decision to pursue a career on the
stage and brother Vincent  queries:
“And what name do you intend to
use?’

We do nbt possess exactly a plethora
of Edwardian reminiscence in this
country and W11en  I IVos Young fails,
alas, io record who came LO dinner or
sipped sheny  in those overstuffed par-
I0urs.  Someone other than relatives
must have visited or else it is true that
there  were no peers 2 only the Mas-
seys  and the masses. That the lacterex-
isted  in those days is evidenced by the
time Raymond’s grandmother lay sick
in bed, depressed by the late March
snow lingering &side her window.
Raymond’s father  got in touch with the
“skid mw department” at the Fred Vic-
tor Mission (a memorial to Raymond’s
uncle) and while grandmother slept the
wines  removed the snow and painted a
sign:

S&Sir here
MR. tiyl  Massey.

A perfect  background lo enable one to
Change forever the image of Abraham
Lincoln in the public mind. Perfect for
a’Dr.  Gillespie or James Dean’s father
in East ofEden.

This book will be bought by hi&
torians and elderly Anglican ladies and
others on whose bookshelves il will be
displayed. .&IF-read, I’d wager. 0

,
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Nellie, Nellie
Tekel Upharsin

Women in the Canadian Mosaic,
edited by Gwen Matbesot~,  Peter
Martin Associates,  353 page*, $5.95
paper (ISBN O-8877%125-x).

. . . and mighty women too, by
Grant MscEwen, Western Producer
Prairie Books, illustrated, 300 pages,
$5 paper (ISBN o-91930665-9) and
$9.95 cIotb (ISBN o-919306640).

By LINDA PYKE

THE cx-~.uaw identity crisis is noi
yet over. Largely ““aware of our mqs,,
having few heroes and heroic myths,
overwhelmed by our love-hate
relationship with the U.S., we remain
undefined as a nation. Our problem is
compounded by regionalism that con-
tinues to play a divisive role, inter-
fering with our sense of self. In such aa
atmosphere. it is not surprising that the
Canadian woman has been victimized
twice over: for if the talents and
achievements of Canadian males have,

until recently. been &dervalu& then
our females, members of the “second
sex,” haw been all but invisible.

In order for any group - be it a
country, a class, a sex-to rise from a
position of oppression, IO affirm them-
selves as useful and worthy, they must
first come to grips with Jheir  history.
We are familiar with the writings of de
Beauvoir,  Friedan and Greer,  but what
about MeClung? Gwen Matheson,
aware of this problem, devotes the fiat
section of Women in the Canadian
Mosaic, essays by Canadian women
about Canadian women, to a discussion
of our past. But only two of the follow-
ing essays ax particularly useful: “The
Canadian Suffragist” by Deborah
Gorham;  and “Nellie MeClung: Not a
Nice Woman” by Ms. Mstheson  and
v. E. Lang: I

Ms. Gorbsm’s.  essay traces the
Canadian woman’s slow acquisition of
rights. The vote, for instance, may
have been won for women in’Manitoba
in 1916 but women in Quebec  didn’t
win it until 1940. Canadian women,
alas, even as they voted nationally and,
in most cases, provincially, were not
.declared “persons” until 1929 when
the Famous Five, a group of Western :
women including Nellie McClung,  ap

pealed to the Motherland, after’hnving
lost their case before the Suoreme
Court of Canada. Indeed, Ms. G&ham
takes a strong feminist srance.  con-
tending that the Canadian woman’s
lack of militancy (a national charac-
teristic?) may have been, in some
ways, counter-productive. Militancy
by women in other countries, she
states, “produqd  as a ieaction  a clear
realization of masculine hostility”
from which these women were forced
to confroni  the basis of their oppression
and to realize a need for more dramatic
change. Our suffragists were, in the
main, of the “maternal” variety with a
desire to end wars. injustice. and
cruelty, believing they could do all this
by virtue of their “feminine” qualities
once the vote was won. Canadian
women, however, remain abysmally
under-represented in government and
most pmfessions, and possess little
power.

The other essays in this volume are
uneven in quality and approach.
Quebec women, in the essay devoted to
them, are given short sbrjfl;  Indian
women. except for ! few .mferences,
are ignored. Three promising  essays
concern women and e’ducation:
women’s studies; sex stereotyping in
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textbooks and promotion practices; and
women in the university. But they are
not wholly satisfying. They contain no
fresh insights but merely a reiteration of
the same old arguments backed up by
Canadian examples. The struggles of
farm women, women in labour,  and
immigrant women are dealt with
superficially; “Changes in the’
Church” by Cecilia Wallace, however,
is a thorough analysis of religious
thought with regard to women, its bases
throughout history and current trends in
Canada. Among the stronger essayists
are Margaret Atwood and Maryon
Kantaroff  who. with wit and clarity, ex-
plore the dilemma of woman in the arts:
female perception as conveyed through
her chosen medium, and society’s (the
mnle’sj  perception of woman a* creator
in the non-biological sense.

Confronting . . . and mighty  woincn
too, one is reminded of the column in
r\Js.  magazine. “Found Women,”
wherein formerly unsung heroines are
unearthed and given their due. Grant
MacEwon has collected and recorded
the stories of 32 Western Canadian
women. Some of his choices-Nellie
McClung, other members of the Fam-
ous Five, Pauline Johnson, Emily Carr,
Hilda Neatby,  Ma Murray, and those
who were “first women” in their fields
--can’t be questioned; other women
are included because of their husband’s
position. because of their fertility or
longevity or both. Although this is an
unambitious volume with no pre-
tensions to feminist analysis, it can be.
at times, informative and moving.
Often. however, historical events,
geographical descriptions. husbands.
fathers, and lovers overshadow the
women themselves. Still. . . . and
mighty ~romeo  too would be useful as
supplementary reading for Canadian
studies or women’s courses. 0

And after that
the daik

Gerhalrl:  A Love Storv. bu Beltv
Kennedy, Macmillan, -fl -page&
$5.95 cloth (ISBN 0-7705-1411-l).

By DORIS COWAN

IN 1895 Virginia Woolf’s mother died.
and her father spent the next few
months &ting a memoir. My Julia.
tdso known later on as the hfausoleurn
Book. It is by all accounts a work of
cstravagam emotion. into which Leslie

Stephen poured all of his grief and des-
pairing sense of loss. It is a catalogue  of
her virtues and makes no attempt to be
objective: she was a miracle, a para-
gon, a saint. He wrote it primarily for
himself. secondarily for his friends and
children, and subsequently it was made
available to biographers. It was never
published, since it was considered to be
an indulgence ofprivate grief. and not a
work of art.

Betty Kennedy seems  to have written
Gerhord:  A Love Story in a similar
spirit. But unlike Leslie  Stephen, she
has seen fit to publish it for all the world
to read. Why?  As a private expression.
of love and grief, it need have no pur-
pose beyond the reli.ef  of the author’s
feelings. As a published work, it mutt
be measured by other standards, and by
these standards it is a failure. The writ-
ing is uneven and clumsy; her insights
are not new or striking; and although
she recounts the medical facts of her
husband’s decline and death without
flinching, there is about her account of
the emotional experience of these
months a strong smell of evasion and
prettiticntion.

This dishonesty is probably largely
unconscious, and is natural enough in
her situation; but it is still fatal to the
truth. Her description of her marriage
as perfect and blessed, though obvi-
ously heartfelt, is not complete enough
to be convincing. I think she is leaving
things out, important things: that she
has decided that a positive attitude of
courage and love must be adopted; that
any feelings that do not fit must ruth-
lessly be suppressed and never men-
tioned; and that, despite all this, an
appearance of and belief in unsparing
honesty must bc maintained.

The result is neither truth nor art, and
the publisher’s claim that “this book
will help” othcn “to face the challenge
of coping with pain and grief, with be-
reavement and death.” is a hollow one.
For what comfort or inspiration can be
drawn fmm such an idealization? These
poetic beings. Gerhard and Betty, with
their perfect life, their beautifully tradi-
tional holidays in Bermuda, their gal-
lantry in the face of death, their perfect
devotion and last splendid gifts to each
other,  what feelings can they amuse but
aalightly antagonistic envy? What have
they to do with you and me? What have
they to do with the rral Gerhard and
Betty Kennedy?

I think Mrs. Kennedy believes she is
being honest. I think she believes her
book answers a need. She’s wmng on
both counts; and Gerhard should have
stayed in the drawer with My Julia. 0

The.bull
and the beer

Elwood Glover’s  Luncheon Dates,
by Elwood Glover, Prentice-Hall,
187 pages, $6.95 cloth (ISBN
013-274498.8).

Tlie Great Canadian Beer Book,

1

edited by Gerald Donaldson and
Gerald  Lampert,  McClelland  &
Stewart, 126 pages, $16.95 cloth
(ISBN  7710-4665-O) and $6.95 paper
(ISBN 7710-461X-9).

By CLIVE COCKING

Editor’s note: The following revielv,
commissioned before Christmas,
finally  sidled irrto  our  ofice atthe end of
May. For ooce.  rho Post O&ice was  ,,o,
to blame. it seems that Mr. Cocking
needed the sir mmths to familiarize
himself jidly  with the srrbjects  under
discussion. Thus, lvhile  his views are
belated, they ore also  definitive. .

ELWOOD  WHO? 1 confess: that was my
ioimediate  Eaction.  Until his book
landed on my desk I had never even
heard of Elwood Glover. let alone av-
idly ‘followed any stage of his 40.year
career in Canadian broadcasting. Now
having read his memoir, I have the un-
comfortable feeling of having learned
more than I’ll ever need to know about
Elwood Glover.

There is, shall wesay,  a certain emi-
nently resistable  quality to this saga of
how a young Moose Jaw radio an-
nouncer rose to become a CBC tele-
vision personality in Toronto.  (Why is
it, by the way, everybody seems to
come from Moose Jaw - is it some-
thing to do with the birthrate there.?)
This is a book for Glovergmufiies  only.
To his credit, Glover acknowledges the
limited fan-only appeal, describing his
book as *‘a handy bit of nostalgia to
thumb through during an idle hour, the
very thing to prop the door back or to
serve as a pad to catch the water stains
of a potted plant.” Admittedly he did
develop a national following during his
I9 years as host of CBC-TV’s
Lurrcheon Dote. a celebrity interview
show, but whether the Elwood Glover
cult is strong  enough to keep this book
off the remainder tables is a dubious
question.

What we have here, you see, is a
self-portrait of Eariy CBC Man in full
(but evenly balanced and tasteful) col-
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Birds of Algonquin Park Mammals of Algonquin  Park Reptiles and Amphlbians of

213 Birds are included of which 116 43 Mammals are known tc live and A’gonquin ‘ark
are known to nest and 99 are consi- another nine have their geographlcal 29 species are described in the
dered common. ranges enclosing the park. hopes of improving their popular
36 pages. large format, $1.95 45 pages, large format, $1.95 image.

32 pages,  large format. 91.95

ALGONQUIN STORY by Audrey Saunders
What is the magic that gives Algonquin Park a unique place in the hearts of those who have camped on the
shores of its lakes? What is there about the Park that made Tom Thomson, Canada’s foremost painter of the
Northern Canadian Scene, adopt it es his home? Perhaps it is the warm touch of living history --the presence
of old-time residents and rangers, with their  stodes of the Gilmour  brothers’ fantastic lumber drive, or Grandpa
Dennison’s tragic encounter with the bear. Whatever the answer, the magic of the park echoes through this
book. Algonquin  Story is no ordinaty story. Simply, unpretentiously, skillfully, Audrey Saunders has told the
slory of Algonquin Park.
196  pages + 5 foldout maps, hard ccvsr,  $5.00

Algonquin Provincial  Park CANOE ROUTES
This is a large foldout map with ever 130 trail  segments described in detail. It is an absolute must for anyone
planning a trip to one of our best known parks. Algonquin is particularly interesting because it is Irt the
transition zone between deciduous forests typlcal  of the south and coniferous forests mere  typical of the north.
over 3’ square, $1.95

ONTARIO TURTLES, Barbara  Frccm.  25 pages. 954
Turtles  have been the came  for  150 milllon  years and new  ct Ihe
eight species found  in lhb  pmvtnce.  acme  am threatened wilh exlh~-
con. That intweeting  booklet cxrlatns phctographs  and  a ccmplele
description of the habits1 of cur ccmmcn  turtfes.

ONTARIO SNAKES, Barbara  Fmcm.  36 pages. 95d
Snakes ere benettcial  to people.  but people  are not beneficial  lo
snakes.  Everything you ever wanted lo know aboul  our 15 species of
snakes. complete  wilh photographs and 8 list of anti-vencm  depols.

SAANNES Publications Limited BOX 6209 WI-A o Toronto MOW 1~6
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our.  Elwood. it seems. was the sort of
man who planned his wedding day
around the commercials he had to read
on radio and for whom a high point of
showbir excitement was the day, on
some early TV jazz show, he had to
hold up a collapsing backdrop with one
hand while cueing a recoil with the
other and still continuing his bright.
on-camera announcer’s patter. Then
there were all those celebrities .inter-
viewed on Luncheon Date: of Buzz
Aldrin  he recalled that “it’s a little un-
nerving to interview a man who has
walked on the moon*‘: he noted that
~~success does not sit well wit.h  Gordon
Lightfoot - he almost seems embar-
rassed by it”: Tony Bennett. however,
“carries his super-stardom with grace
and humility”; and Merle Shain he
found to be **a soft puppy.” His nos-
talgic vignettes ye full of such weighty
insights.

The Grear  Cmadion Beer  B o o k
coritains a hodge-podge  of essays (in
themselves interesting  and amusing) by
some of our better writers on aspects of
Canadian beer culture. sandwiched in
with reproductions of beer labels, biog-
raphical sketches of Canadian brewers,
antique woodcuts, descriptions of the
brewing process and - ugh? - a pic-
ture of the so-called “gourmet pub
meal”: pickled egg. pepperoni. dill
piekel, beer nuts, meat pie served on a

I leave the book puzzled. Has the

paper plate with plastic utensils, mus-

Canadian publishing industry suc-
cumbed to a kind of publish-or-perish
virus - that they feel their lists must
be filled with something, anyddng  -
or is there a vast market om there for
trivia? It may be more the latter, since

tard. kerchup.  and a jug of beer. The

The Grear  Canadian Beer Book is also
likely to appeal only to collectors of the

ultirnore in kits&.

inconsequential.

The book. however, may prove of
some use to those who frequrtft  cocktail
paties and occasionally find them-
selves at a loss for conservational  grab-
bers. Here is a gold mine of incidental
information to astound,. befuddle, or
titillate: the earliest brewers have been
n-aced back 8.000 years to the town of
Catal Huyuk:  the Egyptian Pharoahs
used to appease the gods with beer;
Canadians rank 12th in the world as
beer tipplers, swilling I8 gallons per
capita a year; and the basement bar of
the Lord Beaverbmok  Hotel in Fre-
dericton, N.B.. has ice cubes in the
urinals.

Dona!dson and Lampert are of
course trying to create a mythology of
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Canadian beer. (And methinks  there’s a
cunning brewing-industry plot some-
where here.) But this is, to my mind. an
absurdity: it’s like trying to create a
mystique of poverty. Beer is the drink
of the working classes only because
they can’t afford other, m&e elevating
(shall we say) beverages. It is, like
water, a drink of necessity. No. if you
want a drink that has rruly  magical and
mystical qualities, you must turn to
scotch. The M_whology  of Scorch -
that’s the book that needs to be written.
Now if the scotch distillers could pm-
vide me with some research support,
say, IO cases to start. . . . 0

TOO crude
by hdf

The Tar Sands: Syncrude end the
Politics of Oil, by Larry Ratt, Hur-
tip, 197 pages, $8.95 cloth (ISBN

..:O-88830-098-O)  and $3.95 paper
(ISBN 0-88830-0834.

By RONALD S. RlTCIiIE

THE CLUE IS in the sub-title. Professor
Pratt has produced a political II~CI. not
a balanced, objective study. It contains
much interesting and _ even useful
information, but the conclusions are
pte-programmed. They will seem
familiar to any who have followed the
polemics of the Committee for an Inde-
pendent Canada: “The American cor-
poration has . . . become a central cog

Alberta’s tar sands are, potentially,

in.Ihe nitional politics of Canada.. . .

one of Canada’s great sources of
energy. Estimates of their size depend
on %sumplions about success in de-

Private oil is corrupting the possibilty

veloping commercially viable methods

of

for in situ recovery of the larger part of
their potential, which lies at too great

national

depths for the current surface mining

sovereignty

techniques. Given such assumptions,

and

they can be conservatively estimated
(in recoverable oil equivalent) as some-

independence.. . .

thing like one sixth the size of the

The politics of Syn-

world’s current proved  reserves of con-

crude are the politics of imperialism.”

ventional oil.
The tar sands’ possibilities have held

a fascination for many since they were
observed by Peter Pond, Alexander
MacKenzie, and others during the exp

I.

loralions of the latter pi of the 18th
century. In this century, entrepreneurs,
researchers, corporations, and the gov-
ernments of Alberta and Canada have
spent time and money for their de-
velopment. So far there has been no
economic return. The .one existing
commercially oriented project, Great
Canadian Oil Sands. has run up many
millions of dollars of operating losses,
so many that it can probably never hope
for any return on the $300 million it has
invested in its open-pit mining and
bitumen separation and upgrading op-
erations. The newest project,  Syn-
crude, now under construction at a final
cost of some $2 billion, would have
collapsed at a cost of several hundreds
of millions of dollars to its private-.
sector shareholders had it not been re-
scued by a dramatic decision by the
Governments of ‘Alberta, Ontario and
Canada to join in as owners.

The story is not unusual - great
hopes brought down to’enrthonce  paper
economics and unproved technology
meet the hard test of reality. It now is
clear that earlier calculations, of
economic attractiveness at energy val-
“es not far above then prevailing prices
for oil were invalid. Pratt  does not ap-
pear to accept this. II is also clear that it
is the recent dramatic rise in world oil
prices that gives the tarsandsa prospect
of economic valoe in the short term.
Just as it is that the prices might not stay
as high over the next decade or so that
adds a real element of risk to tar-sands
inyestment. Pratt  appears to see the lat-
ter point, but finds it iniquitous that the .
Syncrude owners took this risk into ac-
count in their negotiations with the
three governments who became their
pSrlllerS.

For him, all is imperialistic conspi-
racy and long-sighted, itisatiable  greed
on the part of the oil companies, a colo-
nial mentality and a pattern of depen-
dency on the part of both governments
and business executives in Canada.
Perfectly normal reluctance to make
huge. long-term investments when
risks seem high and prospective returns
low becomes blacktiail.  When gov-
ernments, whose decisions about myal-
ties, taxes, and prices, have a determin-
ing effect on both risk and return, take
steps to improve the balance
sufficiently IO induce activity they con-
sider desirable, it becomes a defeat for
the public interestr

.

Some preoccupation with power,
and even with conspiracy, would seem
an acceptable occupational bias for a
political scientist! But when carried to
the point of aa obsession that neglects
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in analysis inherent economic and other
facts of a situation. the results are apt IO
becoloured.  It is instructive tocompare
the treatmenr  here with another recent
appraisal of the tar sands and Syncrude
wry ichspter  four of the C. D. Howe
Research Institute’s Policy Review
crud Orrtlook. 1 9 7 6 :  Challenges  to
C~~wp/wcnc~  by Judith Maxwell) -
nut for an emotional and dramatic im-
pact but for analytic balance and
soundness of assessment of past fact
and future significance. q

n I

Punch
and iudice

I

The Law is Not for Women! A
Legal Handbook for Women, by
Marvin A. Zuker  and June Call-
wood, Pitman,  176 pages, $7.95
cloth and $5.95 paper (ISBN O-273
-01250-5).  ,,

ships-which are almost as horrible as
if they did xix from deliberate conspi-
racy. As the authors succinctly put it:
“The marriage law. and such critical
social agencies as welfare depariments,
take the view that  the sexual apparatus
of women is a money-maker. Whoever
uses it pays.” An appalling thought,
but the facts bear it out.

Historical relationships sriil  leave
their imprints on the language of the‘
best of us, and not even the authors of
books such as this escape. In their
introduction Zuker and Callwood  say:
“WC sdll hear  the same question being
asked, ‘Do you work or are you a
housewife?’ ” We do indeed - for
instance on page 12. where these same
authors, speaking of separation, allow
themse1ve.s  co say: “lf you both worked
during the marriage. . . .”

I find nothing important to question.
so l’ll.question  something unimportant.
How can a birth certificate  be “irrefut-
able proof of your identity”? Twenty-_.._.
‘odd years ago a triend of mine who was

a stateless oe.rson  livine  in Toronto
used to crdss the bo&r regularly,
successfully, and quite illegally armed
only with a borrowed Ontario birth
certificate.

By I. M. OWEN

NEITHER THE exclamatory title nor the
restrictive subtitle does justice to this
sensible little hook. Essentially it’s a
citizen’s handbook on the law. with
special attention (which God knows is
needed) to its application to women. Its
,traigbtfonvard.  accessible informo-
tion is certainly vital to women. but
most of it is useful to us all.

Labourinc  under the double dis-
ability of b&g neither a woman nor i
lawyer. I can only assume its accuracy.
Th;lt  granted. if you want to know
about the law as it affects children,
wills. arrest, old age - to name four
subjects where gender hardly impinges
-here are the answers briefly set forth
free of the hieratic language in which
lawyers love to veil their mystery fmm
profane eyes. Those technical terms
that the citizen ought to understand are
clearly defined in a glossary.

The differences in the application of
the law to the two sexes are many and
curious. and not all one way: a man, for
example, is not free to have intercourse
with his stepdaughter. but what a
woman does with her stepson is of no
concern to the law. If Phaedm had only
known. But that’s a flippancy. In seri-
ous matters the law still does dis-
criminate  against women, especially if
they are or have been married. As the
authors know and make clear, this is
not because of a conspiracy by the do-
minant sex but becauseof vestigial rem-
nants of genuine historical relation-

The authors deserve special praise
for the chapter on abortion, a lucid ex-
position in which the opposing points
of view are stated fairly and without
rancour.  There  is little doubt which side
they are  on, but fairness such as theirs is
the last thing weexpectfmmeitherside
in that shrill contmversy.

With 1 I legislatures legislating and
1 i bureaucracies interpreting the law.
Canadian law and practice are in con-.
stant flux. If this book were IO sell as
well as it deserves, there would be
room as well as need for annual revised
editions. Perhaps  in some future edition
somebody will give it an index. 0

a IIui
and quod

The  Law and the Press in Canada,
by Wilfred H. Kesterton,  A Carleton
Library original, McClelland &
Stewart, 242 pages, $4.95 Paper
(ISBN  O-7710 4800-6).

By NELSON LUSCOMBE

THE MM OF this book. says the author,
is to give the fmnt-line  journalist ‘a
“feel” for the law of the press. Al-

though some journalists may find
Kestenon’s heavilv  documented scho-
larly work more of a feel than they
really wanted, it’s unlikely that any will
accuse him of delivering less. His study
is a virtual mini-course on press law
and covers contempt of court, free
press and fair trial. revelation of
sources, civil defamation, criminal
libel, obscenity and censorship, copy-
right, the pmblemof privacy, and gov-
ernment seqrecy.  As might be ex-
pected, Canadian common and statute
law is explained against the backdrop
of legislation in the United States and
Britain. often  falling somewhere in be-
tween.

There are, however. some important
diffetinces.  For example, in Canada
and Britain, fair-trial considerations
prevail heavily over those of a free
press, whereas in the U.S.. the First
Amendment tips the scales the other
way. Nothing underscores Canadian-
American differences more, says Kes-
terton.  than the fact that in the Dr. Sam
Sheppard case (F. Lee Bailey’s first  big
one, and termed by one judge “the per-
fect example of trial by newspaper”)
both coon and counsel agreed that
judges, prosecutors,  and policeman,
not the press, were responsible for pre-
venting newspaper,covzge  from con-

A fast-moving,
prophetic novel
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tuGnating juries. Kcstenon  warns that
the more lenient contempt-of-court
provisions in the U.S. offer pitfalls For
the unwary Canadian journalist who,.
influenced by international wire-
wrvice crime ~ovemg~. applies Ameri-
ciln  proundrvlrr  to Canadian Stories:

Thurc tie albo  important similarities.
C;m;lda.  libc most U.S. states, has no
thicld laws protecting joumnlists  From
revealing sources and requires them to
do w in cemdn circumstances. One of
these was viewed  (wrongly) to have led
to the 1969jailingoFJohn.Smith, CBC
interviewer of an unnamed FLQ ter-
rorist. For his refusal to testify at the
bombing investigations of the Montreal
Pirc Commission. Kestenon discusses
the Smith case at some length, pointing
out how editorial outrage, resulting
From misinterpretation of the law, al-
most made it a Canadian cmrsecil~bre.

The two chapters on libel display
Kesterton’s  penchant For legal
detinition  and For quoting From statutes
whm a concise summary might better
wit his audience. But they are never-
iheless aonh a good read. Aside from
the law. they impart some interesting
observations. For example: libel is
technically an everyday occurrence in
most Canadian newspapers but Few in-
stm~ces  result in cowt action: apology is
ofren the best tactic For reducing libel-
action damage>; and in the U.S., both
parties toa libel action share the court
rwsts  whereas in Canada, theloserpays
all - including a large portion of the
lawyers’ Fee on both sir&.

The chapter on obscenity and
censorship, the book’s longest, is also
its most tiresome. primarily because
it’s mobtly  old stuff. Any journalist
who remembers the post-trial versions
o f  Lud~  Cbatwrl~  and Fanr?y Hill
tcomplcte with appendixed court deci-
sions). the banning of Pe~vron  Place.
and the emerging “Playboy
Philosophy” can give this short sh&t.
Kestenon repeats what we already
know: despite our so-called “wara-
ness,” Canadian law governing sex on
paper and film is still uncertain and
unsatisfactory.

So. too. is the law of copyright -
simply hecause the work of the Cana-
dian journalist, author, musician. orar-
tin crosses international boundaries
and the world does not Follow a uniform
copyright practice. Various intema-
tional copyright conventions are dis-
cusw?d.  but Canadian writers !vill  prob-
ably be most interested in those which
priect their work in the U.S. market.

U.S. legislation is again the back-
grotmdagrdnst  which Canadian privacy
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law. or lack of it. is exolained. The
Canadian position. Falls betwern the
privacy laws in the U.S. (wall-defined)
and in Enghind (non-existent). Al-
though three provinces (British Col-
umbia, Manitoba, and Albena) re-
cently enacted privacy laws. most
Canadians must seek recourse agajnst
invasion of privacy in the common law
of tons in criminal law.

The closing chapter - on govem-
fnent secrecy i suggests that if Csna-
dian law does too little IO safeguard the
privacy of the private parson, it is
overly  protective of the public official
and the public institution. Our
govemment’s  propensity to classify in-
Formation. compares poorly with the
more open systems in the U.S. and
Sweden. Unlike Americans, Canadians
cannot seek access to government files
by court action and, worse, they find it
practically impossible to know just
what law does govern accass.
“Perhaps,” says a disgruntled Kester-
ton, *‘it is typical of our Federal
government’s attitude to information
that the rule governing access to
government documents is itself inac-
cessible.”

A one-page postscript preceding the
voluminous (SO-odd  pages) collection
of endpotes.  bibliography, and digest
oFCanadian  cases, ends the book much
tooabruptly, andrathersimplisticly, by
reminding us that the law is ever-
changing and that journalists should in-
crease their “competence and value”
by remaining alert to the changes. A
good summary covering the state of
Canadian law in each of the areas dis-
cussed would have been better. On set-
and’ thought, .have made the entire
study supertluous.  0

I

Htis ory .in

. , ‘availab!e l i g h t
The Canadian Settler’s Guide, by

Catharine Parr Traill,  edited by
Michael S. Batts,  The Alcoin Soei-
ety, 58psges,  $9.50 cloth.

Camera in .the Interior, by
Richard J. Huyda,  Coach House
Press, 55 pages, $14.50 cloth.

Alberta at the Torn of the Cen-  .
Wry.  edited by Eric J. Hobngren,
Provincial Archives of Alberta, Ed-
monton, unpginated, $3.75 paper.

Eldon Connections:  Portraits of a
Township, by Rae Fleming (R.R. 6,
Woodville, Ont.) 384 pages, $7.95
paper.

Bi JOHN WARKENTIN

IN 1834 Catharine Pair Traill, a
member of the w&known  Strickland
family of writers, some of whom set-
tled in the townships.northaFLake  On-
tario  in the Peterborough country in the
1830s.  wrote of the pioneer life  she had
experienced For barely two years:

My husbwl  is becoming more reconciled ID
the country.  and I daily  feel my auacinncnt
10 it strcn@eniy. The very slumps lhnl
appxed  90 odious. through long eusmm.
seem 10 laae  some of their hidwusnas.  Ibe
eye becanerhmiliuized  dvcn  wilh objeelr
the mat displeasing. till they cease  10 be -
observed. (The  Backwads of Canada.
1836).

These words were intended For a class
in England that, though it might not
have much money, could at least afford
servants, and if members of this class
migrated they did so with intentions of
le_es!nblishingtheirfortunes.

In 1853 Mrs. Trail1 published
another book, The Canadian Se~der’s
Guide, intended For Families that would
do all the farm work themselves if they
migrated to the Canadian’bush.  In the
17 years between the two books, Mrs.
Trail1  had be(ome  quite reconciled to
the new land, and she presents practical
advice for settlers, together with de
scriptive’  sections reflecting her
genuine appreciation and considerable
knowledge of nature.

.

Mrs. Traill’s  advice to settle& tends
to be somewhat heavy-handed; well-
intended but firmly laid down words on
the need to learn how to bake bread, the
necessity For precautions to prevent
migrating Families From being inadver-
tently separated because of the
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difficulties of finding one another again
in the New World. the differeqces  in
values between Canadians and Au-
strslinns.  and so on. The remarks on
rutore pardy  take the form of com-
ments on the characteristics of the vari-
ous months. and since she is a good
nature writer there are excellent de-
scriptions of the new land. Such sus-
tained passages on the land are rare in
writings on Upper Canada and thus are
of value to anyone interested in the On-
tario landscape.

The Alcuin Society has reprinted its
own revision of th& Serrler’s Guide, in
a limited edition of 450 copies, spe-
cially printed in I?-point Jnnson
Imonotype)  with IS-point Gaudy  Text
running heads on Krypton Parchment.
Theeditor hascut muchoftheadvice to
settlers. and taken the liberty of rear-
ranging material so that Mrs. TrailI’s
descriptions of the months are ex-
panded. We are informed that this has
been done. but the end result is that this
is not Mrs. TrailI’s  book. and the edi-
tion is worthless fof scholarly pur-
poses. attractive as it may be as a good
piece of printing. The McClelland &
Stewut New Canadian Library edition
edited by Clam Thomas, where there
are minor excisions. is immeasurably
better.

In 1558  a 24year-old surveyor and
photographer, H. L. Hime, accom-
panied the Canadian Exploring Expedi-
tion to the Saskatchewan and As-
siniboine  country. Hime was the first
pho,tographer~oaccompanyaCanadian
exploring party and likely the first per-
son to take photographs in the western
interiorofthiscountry.  The expedition,
which had already spent a field season
in the west in 1857. was concerned,‘‘‘‘›
was a British expedition under Captain
John Palliser  of 1857-60, with apprais-
ing the agricultural resources of the
prairies and examining possible routes
from Canada West to the interior.

Richard Huyde. Chief Curator of the
National Photography Collection of the
Public Archives of Canada, has pre-
Pared a splendid book. II reproduces 49
Hime photographs, together .with an
account of Hime’s role on the expedi-
tion. comments on the photographs,
and an essay on landscape photography
in the 1850s.  Taking landscape photo-
graphs was no easy task in mid-19th
century. Chemicals, trays. and a porta-
ble dark room. had to be taken right to
the site of the photographs, and since
the whole business of taking a picture
and preparing a negative required 3% to
six hours, it is obvious that clear
weather was essential.

Hime photographed different modes
of travelling. the Prairie and park land-
scape from Red River westward to the
Qu’Appelle  River. Indian teepees,
buildings in the Red River Colony, and
portraits of native people. The Isnd-
scnpe pictures are somewhat soft. lack;
ing sharp definition, but the photo-
graphs of buildings give a good impres-
sion of the settlement facilities at Red
River. and the portraits are remarkably
fine, well-composed and revealing of
character. This book illuminates land
and life in the West in the period when
Europeans were living in association
with the native people, just before
commercial agriculture and urbaniza-
tion based upon the railroad trans-
formed the landscape and swept away a
distinctive way of life.

The Provincial Archives of Alberta
has published a book of photographs
showing Albertan life at the end of the
19th century. The pictures are by four
early Albertan photographers- Ernest
Brown, Harry Pollard, C. W. Mathers,
and Robert Hoare - whose collections
of photographs are in the provincial
archives. It is a pleasure to leaf through
this book, but it remains a bound port-
folio of pictures lacking well-organized
themes.

The photographs are simply sub
divided into 12 categories. including
fur trade, homesteading and ranching,
towns, Edmonton. Calgary, coal min-
ing, transportation. and play. There are
short introductory statements to each
section, and brief captions identifying
the pictures. Photographs by them-
selves are not enough: they must be
integrated. not just classified, and must
be accompanied by an interpretive text
to help the reader gain a greater under-
standing of the land and the people who
l i v e  t h e r e .

If pictures are really rtire, taken
within a span of a few months, and
reveal a society of which we have few
illustrations, thep it is a worthwhile
task to bring these to light, as in thecsse
of H. L. Hime. His photographs are a
unique cross-section of a time and
place. But by the end of the century

there was a great abundance of valuable
illustrative material on Alberta, and it
badly needs a reasonably full explanat-
ory text to explain how Albertan life
was being transformed in this early
period.

The pictures (they are not listed or
numbered but 1 estimate about 170) do
convey the feeling of rawness and of
buildings “‘just going-up” - best
shown in the photographs of the towns.
Robert Hoare’s  photographs of Bow-
den, illustrating many interiors of
shops, give a fine sense of some aspects
of pioneer life that we don’t often see.
There are illuminating pictures of coal
mines at Edmonton, of conveying
goods by York boat, and of a mule
train. Despite my criticism of the lack
of a text, this is a most useful view of
life in Alberta. The photographs vary in
quality, but this is IO be expected in old
pictures and presents no difficulty; one
can.leam  a lot about Alberta at that time
by studying the photographs carefully.

County  or township histories usually
only have a local sale. This will un-
doubtedly be slire  of Eldon Co~mec-
rims: Par&nits  of a Township. by Rae
Fleming. But this book is somewhat
unusual because it consists of splendid
reproductions, printed on glossy
paper, of early portraits of the pioneers
of a particular township. The township
of Eldon. just east  of Lake Simcoe, in
Ontario, was settled in the 1820s so that
many fine, formally posed
19th-century faces stare at you. These
are the farm and village folk who along
with subsequent immigrants shaped
this comtay. Sometimes, when we aye
working on or reading about the history
or geography of an early period in
Canadian development, it is useful to
browse through a book such as this, a‘
“township album” as it were, to catch
a glimpse of the ordinary people who
were active at that time. It would be
helpful if even approximate dates could
be given for each photograph. But the
excellence of the reproductions make
this volume much more useful than
most books in this genre. 0
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IN BRIEF
IO&N FINNlOAN’S new book about

but she does gently and fondly salute

Kingston is a sheep, but a well-kempt,
amusing. useful, and nice-smelling
sheep. As a pastoral social history of
that town renoyned  for its colleges and
prison, it is charming and competently
designed, even ifthe passion suggested
by the title is missing. ~;ngsgsron:  Cele-
brurr This City (McClelland and
Stewart. 127 pages. 517.95)  might
more accuntely be titled “Kingston
ThroughThe Years. In Pictures.” Poet
Finnigan and painter Frank C. Johnston
explore the history of the city by repro-
ducingoldand newphotographs. painl-
ings. maps, drawings. and engravings.
They provide informative and lucid cut-
lines or vignettes for the illustrations.
The selection is broad enough lo extra-
polate the sociology of most of Upper
Canada from the photographs, minor
variations of locale and flavour  ex-
cepted. Altogether it is a model, I
think, of the familiar documentary
format. a pretty history of a pretty city.
Jonn  Finniean has included some of her
poems wiih the text, aad they are
poems that hint that her paean is really
for the sweep ofchange, for the lives of
future and past citizens. She may. not
celebrate with shouting the rough-
tongued. big-toothed IW~Y  of the place,

only hasten assimilation? Action Fmn-
caise in Quebec (whose relationship
with the rather more famous French
movemen( led by Charles Maurras was
only tenuous and of no real imponnnce)
had, as the, author concludes, only a
‘%efy sliglu” impact on French Cana-
dian society in the 1920s. So what was
a quirky, quixotic attempuo  “make of
nationalism not simply a persistent
theme of French Canadian history but a
facl of French Canadian life” failed.
Yet the duiobility of  Quebec
nationalism has been suoh thal anyone
wanting to understand why it has been
so resilient would do well lo include
this brief and suggestive book-in his
bibliography.

ALEXANDER CRAlO

\ lost ofme tntormatton cornea as near-
say. which in this instance fails to

AT BEST, The Violin, (McGraw-Hill
Ryeraon.  79 pages; $8.95 cloth, ISBN
O-07-082300-6). a narrative by Robert,
Thomas Allen with photographs by
George’ ‘Pastic. is a book-form
documentary of a film. It is intended lo
be a children’s story relating the ex-
periences of friendship and learning be-
tween IWO children. Danny and Chris,
and on old man, through  the medium of
a violin that the old man teaches Chris
to play. The long, complex story  is a
series of events ‘filIed with human
pathos and sadness, sprbikled  with
flashes of joy. What seems lo be lack-
ing are dialogue and good illustrations._ _ _ . _ .

the town she &Is iome. the l&gstoh
rooted in history. I

OORD RIPLEY
create the excitement of “hearing” the
characters .speak for themselves. The
black-and-white photographs may well
please a lilm buff; but as illustrations
they are trite, out-of-focus pictures.
Adding lo this greyness  is an unrelieved
monotony of layout; both the photo-
graphs and tight blocks of type are pre-
sented in rectangles, occasionally var-
ied in size; The slory  itself is potentially
interesting and instructive, but the po-
tential  hasn’t been realized. _

KATIONALISDI  in Quebec has grown
since it separated itself from religion,
but it may never have been able to take
root had it no1 been for earlier efforts by
priests and Cmholic laymen to retain a
separate identity. This is one of the
main points brought out in Susan Mann
Trotimenkoff’s  Action Francaise:
French Canodion  Nationalism in the
Twendes  (U of T Press, 157 pages,
$10.95i.  This is a well-written book,
crisp and business-like, about an or-
ganization that aems to have been the
exact reverse. The dilemmas that cease-
lessly confront French Canadian
nationalists are very much to the fore
here - Quebec or French Canada,
separatism or special status, and so on.
One question above all appears &in
and again in this meticulous and exten-
sively documented sudy: Should the
QuCbecois  be encouraged to take up the
arms of the threatening dominant cul-
ture - industrialisation  and general
business orientation - or would this
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SYEPHANIE  1. NYNYC”

A GOOD maAxu.u-4  must learn soon
enough that there are limits to virtually
every standard reference book. No one
source contains “everything,” but
each contributes something to one’s
understanding of tbe maze of bibliog-
raphy. The Carladim  Essay and L&r-
oture Indexfor  1974. compiled by An-
drew D. Armitage and Naricy  Tudor (U
of T Press, 489 pages. $35) is no dxcep-
lion. The Index is the second volume of
an annual series that lists by author.
title, and subject a “wide range of
printed materials appearing in English

,

Canadian books and magazines that
have not been indexed in any other
reference tool” - essays, book re-
views, poems. plays, and shod stories
in 77 anthologies and collections, and
55 magazines published in Canada in
1974. Technical works and textbooks
~ze understandably omitted, but so too
are all collections of poems, plays, and
short stories by one author (“for
reasons of space”). What this means.is

-that  we are able lo identify every essay
or poem in any of the selected antho-
logies (e.g.. there are 60 entries.listed
under “Davey, Frank From t/me to
/we” in the Essay section), but we are
not provided with the titles of collected
works by specific .authors. By cross-
checking the book-review and litera-
ture sections, though. it is possible to
get an idea (though far from precise) of,
say. Irving Layton’s poetical output foi
1974. Ben Jonson  and Professor Shel-
don Zitner share the dubious honour of
being mis-spelled throughout the vol-
ume - Jonson, which reads “John-
son,” nine times. There are several
more minor spelling errors, but this in
no way should take away from the
usefulness and precision of ihe Index.
Armitage and Tudor have done a very
thorotigh job in cmss-referencing their
material. Who would have expected to
find under the subject heading of
“Cickens” the following entry: “At-
wood, Margaret. Song of the hen’s
head (poem)“? Or to be directed from
the listing of “Ft+”  10 “‘see Flies:
Insects Injurious and beneficial”? The
Index has its limitations in scope, but
within its selection of anthologies, col-
lecrions,  and magazines (ineluding a
useful key to library holdings of the
indexed periodicals), it is delightfully
exhaustive and extremely valuable. Cl

RAYMOND SHADY

SOFT&-
RECYCLED

By PAUL STUEWE

THE LATEST BATCH  of McClelland &
Stewart’s New Canadian Library titles
includes a pairofreal  sleepers in among
the criticaliy acclaimed award-winners
and the nqt-so-critically  acclaimed
mediocrities that M & S hasn’t yet
given up on. If you’re in the mood for
something ofmeal liot  excellent, kindly
commit the following to memory: T. G.
Roberts’ The Red Fearbers  ($3.50)
and Patricia Blondal’s  A Candle to



LiSbt  the Sun ($2.95) are hvo daul-
ingly brilliant fictions that will richly
reward your venturing outside the
bounds of the familiar.

The Red Feathers  was published in
1907. but its effortless blending of
myth, romance, and folklore in the se-
telling of Canadian Indian legends
should commend it to those who find
enchantment in the.fantasy maims of
I.R.R. Tolkien and Mervyn Pealie. The
book is written in spare, forceful prose
that fuels the imagination without chok-
ing it, as the worlds of gods and men
flaw into one another and illuminate the
wonder at the roots of creation, and it is
quite simply a delight from beginning
toend.

A Candle to Light the Sttn  is an in-
tense psychological examination of a
F?airie  town in the 1930s and ’40s.  a
dark and disturbing novel that strips its
characters of those artifices and preten-
sions that mask their sense of all-too-
human inadequacy. There is no malice
in the author’s dissection. but rather a
mature recognition of what chaos must
result when individual desires clash
with each other and an established
moral code. It is an uncompromising
vision, and it is expressed here in a
shockingly powerful manner that dares
the ultimate fictional heresy: death is
not a happy ending. Patricia Blondal
was terminally ill when she wrote A
Candle to Light the Sun. and we must
assume that she knew whereof she
spoke.

The new NCL releases from better-
known writers are something of a
mixed bag. Brian Moore’s I Am &fary
D~rnrre  (52.95)  and Gabrielle Roy’s
The  Rood Past Altamont  ($2.50) are
choice examples of skilled craftspeople
writing at the top of their form. and it is
good to have Jacques Godbout’s  Kt$e
on tke Table ($2.50) in English even
though it is cryptic, experimental
fiction that makes sense only in the con-
text of his other writings. Rudy
Wiebe’s  T/M Temptations of Sig Bear
($3.50).  on the other hand, impressed
me as an “historical novel” in the
negative sense - in that it is of more
historical than literary interest-while
Margaret Laurence’s T/l&  Side Jor&n
62.95)  is an early work that only hints
at the marvels to come.

Two of the new NCL brood are re-
cent novels that simply do not belong in
such fast company; Sylvia Fraser’s
Pmdom ($1.95) is an extmmely tedi-
ous and over-written attempt at convey-.
ing a child’s conception of the world,
and Percy, Janes’s House of Hate
($2.95) is mepanbly  weakened by the

detached, Olympian tone taken by the
narrator of a Newfoundland family’s
internal conflicts. If the NCL imprint is
supposed to identify works of some
literary or social-historical interest -
as it largely has done to date-then it
cannot also -serve as M & s’s mass-
market paperback line. Both Pandora
and House of Hate would have been
better served by releasing them in some
other,format, thereby avoiding the in-
evitable comparisons with stronger
NCL titles.

If either bad been’iublished as one of
Collins’ Totem Books series, for ex-
ample, reviewers would habe been
forc,et to acknowledge their nzlative
supenority.  Faced with the sheer inep
titude of Alma I-Iarcouri’s  Clintate
for Conspiracy. the culture-bound
platitudinizing of Arnold Edinbo-
rough’s Some Camel. . . Some Needle,
and the plodding viciousness of
R. Lance Hill’s Nails (each $1.95).
one is more than ready IO cherish sim-
ple competence. Fortunately, it can be
found in David Walker’s Black Dottgol
($1.95) and Spencer Dunmore’S  Bomb
Run ($1.75),  two slickly predictable
thrillers that at least do not assault the
intelligence; and there is both laughter
and humanity in Morley Torgov’s  A
Good Place to Come From (.$1.95),
which fully deserves its Leacock
Award. But as F’eggy Lee asked of life
in general: “Is that all there. is?” With
‘regard to mass:market paperback
publishing. PaperJacks  has learned
how to say that it ain’t necessarily so; !
and if Totem Books doesn’t straighten
up and fly right, even we literary
nationalists aren’t going to be able to
give them any love, baby. 0

LETTERSTO
THE EDITOR
PROSPERITY’S PANGS

si .
Asrsupplemen~  loDavid  William's review (My
issue) of the Iates, lhree  novelllts  10 be published
by Macmillan s a result of ow Seach-For-k
New-Alberta-Novelist Compnilion.  might I
point out tM lhis search was undtiken  between
muselves  and Macmillan  on ,be clur-cu,  under-
smnding  tbnt rbe final  criterion  was litamy  merit
and publishing viability. So whalew Mr. Wil-
ltamsan  mans by “abe  Albet@ government’s
nc~mry financial help.” ,he fact is that  each
winner has waived no, only our  cbeque  for
51.000,  but D cheque for 51.500 (~sen,ing
advance  myaltles)  from Macmillan: and each
finalist has received Macmillan’s comma and
advance of SMO  against royaltie

Wbetha  we will continue u) find ,bme  new
novelists  each year is purely academic: the mle
remains. (In ,he months when  ,he firs, campeli-
tion WY gestuing.  I wmdered if we’d find one!)

I cm assure  Mr. Williamson dur  niore ulab
lished  wrilen  are not being overlooked. As one
example. wegiveaS1  .OOOoutrigh,awd  forthe
best general  non-fiction book  published  by M
Alberta aulhor  in any calendar  year. Andy
Russell’s Horns  In the High Cotmy  (AlfEd  A.
Rnopt, won the firs, year.  Russell  UK” mnlmcted
wi,h Hunig lor a book. The Rockies. which has
been 23 weeks on Ihe Canadian  best-seller list a,
time  of Ihis writing snd sold some lg.000 copies
during its firs, tvm mnmhs  in lbe bookswes.

Mr. WIlliamson  wanders if we will ever  hear
from any of ,bese  new novellifs  again. I think
yes. Fred gtenron,  slit, only 24, hs won IWO
Ofiss  Cl~afe&lne  shat4mry  compuitiars  atxd
has finished anmher  novel. Jan Truss.  Ibe fin,
winner, WY gwd’aough  10 make Redbock  and
hss been lnnslrted  in,o Danish. A play.
Oomcmgi01~.  has been published in French and
distributed in Russia. A juvenile novel. A Veg
sntclll R&//ion  (about Imds  Riel) h due soon
fmm LcBel  Publishers. Annher  of our new
novetiits  is so tasy on lslcvision  scripts  (plus a
non-fiction book) ,bat 1 can’t even pay ha to
insmxt at a weekend workshop.

I don’, want 10 detmc, from  Mr. Williamson’s
review. bu, Le “pmsprous  Alberm” bit is bon-
estly misleading. l believe lilcnry  m wauld
succeed. under serious direction. far bells in il
“poor” pmviwe.  1,‘s hard  10 gel people 10 rmrk
seriowly.m novels  ,ha, might return S2.OOD  to
55.000 in myatties  when kids out of high school
earn SM.000 as barlendm  in plush cafes.

John Patrick Gill&?
Dbecslor.  Film & Liwray Ans

Albena  Culture
Edmanmn

PLEA FOR TOLLERANCE

Sir:
I’m afraid  Myfanwy  Phillips missed tne in her
blithe categorlwtions  of Ihose  whp have  bought
J. copy of Toiler  durt?g  Ihe pas, few months
(April  issue).

F’erbapsIdon’tqualifyata1lsincethcbookwrr
a giR but since I dii read it cover 10 cover  and
enjoyed it. I can’, help but feel I belong in there,
somewhere betmcn  the  professionals who flock
mpvtiesheld  inMhurErtckwndaigncdbuild-
ings and  beer-&wing  afficianados  of Woolm yl.

Bu, someLing’s  wrong. ‘Ii% I do use ‘DIP
prwve(in factsodomanydoctor’sand  lawyer’s
families I know)  but mainly  because lhey  have
complained ,heir crys,el  does a pmly  poor job a,
keeping p~a,o  salad fresh.

But I don’twatbh  The Gigeof  Night (nolevm
whenTmhnnesickfmmworl;)andIdod,own~
collapsible pool  (I live near the ccean  and use i,
innext.)

Rut I dii enjoy  T&r.  If the lhoughts  and
poems  wasn’t  as profound as Muggeridge  and
St. Augustine it’s probably  beeawe ,hs man
doll the bltking  is only 21. The&Cal  photo-
gmpbs .weMd  apmpm for an anis,  who ccmsid-
err his ice a stage. and as for his an - ,ha,‘s I
very  ~MMI  commodby  and hi style is bound
10 aggmvrte  some and  inlses, olbers.

A, tat Ms. Phillips gave Cmnsmn  credi,  for
frrliagouthir~~belorelaunchiagabwk-
and  guessing it comctly  (not  of1  mists  me Iha,
shrewd)  but let’sgive  him funhercredi,  for leav-
ingus  wilhthoughtstha,  whileno,  pmfoundmeu
leas,’ several  s,eps  up born  ,he monosyllabic
locker-mom jock paler  of many of our  “pros”
on ,he cimui,.
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canitNd3
ALTHOL’GH  CANADA has nn intema-
tional  reputation for expertise in ling
uistic  translation. we are not infallible.
Especkdly  when it comes to idioms.
The editors of the bilingual Dictionary
of Curzadian  Biography report that the
English sentence. “He lived off the

26 Books in Canada. July, 1979

land.” surfaced in the French edition
as. “He lived on the water.” Readers
are invited to speculate on how other
idiomatic English phrases might suffer
similar logical transmogrification.  The
winning entry will receive $25. Ad-t
dress: CanWit  No. 13, Books in
Canada. 366 Adelaide Street East. To-
ronto. M5A INJ. The deadline is
July31.

.JUdg~~.,iiT#.
Trodmu  nod Compooy.
Llbemlly  Iybig.  b:o

Lying  ,o win.

Ii&% bodmoogl1  ofyoor
Gigoen+eq:
cer Ian. ,u s*.wers,  YOU
Giw us o pobt.

***

Foddled~doddledy.
Pierre  the Prboe Mbdsrer
Smogly,  &ten  bloowdforbis
voo,~boge.

RESULTS OF CANWIT  NO. 11
HIGGLEDY-PIGGLEDY,  hundreds of en-

tries came. Unfortunately at least 50
pet cent of them, including some with
the wittiest punch lines, simply didn’t
scan as double-dactyl verses. For want
of a bent the battle was lost. The win-
ner is Donald Wink1e.r  of Franklin
Centre,  Que., who receives $25 for
this selection:

Merhqvmc)’
No,,oool  “o&-F Lm*uc.
bfoybmn  is nice. ,r will
Br,og  in rbe bock

Coo’, ,ol7l bock “011’ Yoose  its
u,,ecooor”,ml-
Ao,,vq whodoyuo
Think  g,ws o prrcb? _

*.*

Shrogs  ood ;n,ooes:  “A;

: ~;;~;~nKi”g  inporr
.

prk Moi  It d@,oge.”

Honourable  mentions:
Foddley -d,iidle&
Tmdco”  ondcompooy.
Porliomeoror,oos
Iocbiog  in loct:

Coooda  needs rbem to
liglrr  Qinflorioo.  so
Le,  os ghv rbooks  for rhe
War Memores  AC!!

-D.A. Morrison, Omwa

Trodeool~+usotdy,
Qo&ec.  Oioorio.
Oeopol,&-ol
All,es,oorfrimdsr.

A%ffw diridmds.
Bollish  oo Caoodo.
Sqvor  in the middle  nod
Sockdry  bolh cods.

-“win  Moors, Locknow. 0111.
Mombolpionbolo.
Jolrn Bc4 Coloo,bolo.
“ooes,porw.mr  of
Ofher  o&is IV,, -

Disiolt~swdly
b&bzg  hlr rooti  os rhe
,qoore  - um,ooIe,  scavenger
Prince ofCooLil.

l  . *

Lone~~shmmfcty.
Dmpeou’s  CVympiod,
See bow rhc  circossmkv
Up all rhe  brmd.

‘?4egwlomoo,o’s
N,ce for a bobby bra
Oughrrosmyporoncefr
Goes royour  head.

l . *

Fodd,edy&dd,edy,
Trodcoo  and compuoy. ’
Marching  losfe,~lowords rhc
Uhimofe  Poll -

Snomed  to discowr  rbof
locompmhcosibly.
Hemm’s  a sky shop  ,wl
connor  m.lrml.

.

A second prize of $10 goes  to Paul
Romney of Toronto for these entries,
which arrived in relays:

MackaJ.jnc~osrJr,
Posf  o* po1,L-y
Seems IO be: “Give them  less
But charge them more.”

Now B,ym hosclobbereddrhe
CUPW
Post Ofice service
IS wors2  rhon before.

, .

Foddl~.Doddledy.
nodma  ondcompooy,
Arrogon,  bosmn,s  rhc
Lor of8hem  ore.

Dispensers of Pmroooge.
FmnmJ%om,clsts.
Clark and his cobons wre
Berrcr  byfar.

-Colinl.  Riley.  Ouawa

Foddled~.doddledy,
Trwfmu and Company
Boils qioe sw,mmiogpvol
Thoobs  to goodfdeods,

Wenr  on o holiday.
come bock  10 omwo.
Coocideorolly
Con&d wgc rrmds..

-ShifIey Jwephs. Toram

lf,gglcdypiggMy
Bqce “Braise? Mackrmy
Pomeda~gap  posrlcr  wirlr
Borroms  owog.

Said. “Up)wor  skirts  ood>mw
Flibberfigibbet,es.
Stiff upper lisps a-e
Becoming  II dmg:’

-Dan Doyk. omw
Foddled~doddledy,
Trodmo  oodcompooy,
Packagiog  progress and
posslog  their air:
Ami-loflorion  ir
Wlod  10 #he o&m, which
Aerodyoom,mlly
Sowl&  like  o proyor.

--Gerald Lynch. Samia. Ont.
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CANADIAN MAGAZINES
Axiom
Atlantic Canada’s
magazine brings
people and issues
together. It offers
new  fiction. satire.
poemscritical
comment and an
open style. drawing
fmm among the best
writers In Canada.
6 issues. $3.00

COrn~RU
Everybody
complainsabout
newspapers and
television. Content
analyzes them.
Precise documented
reports.
Independent
pollshed
commentaries.
12 issues. $5.50

&/o/Photo
Ovo/Photn  is
dedioated  to the
promotlon  of good
phobanphy  85
means of visual
communioatio”  and
self-expression.
5 issues. only $7.00

The Canadian
PO:oruf?l
Contmwnlal  poli-
tical commentary.
original graphics,
poetry. short stories.
reviews-all inThe
Forum. the Indlspen-
sable Canadian
magazine slnca  1920.
10 Issues.  only S9.00
(students, $8.00)

The Canadiaw
The best in new

II
Canadian Ioumallsm.
in arti& ~ssws,

_-.-- .._......
updateson  all facets

10 issues, onlyS6.50

,zzzz:
Tttc"ly  monthly

authoritatively
covem  theentire
Canadian film scene
with news. reviews
and
work-in-progress
reports.
IO issues. only $5.00

IF YOU’D LIKE A
COMPLETE CAKALOGUE

CHECK HERE 0

m-de
Ondegendenoer
A compendium  of
what’sgolngon  in
the field of foreign
ownership from the
Committeefora”
Independent
Canada.
6 issues. only S5.00

of Canadian studies:
history. polities.
literature.societv

4 issues, only $6.00

I
Vho OmPario
lResk6w
Short  stories,
poetry. art work and
critical essays by
North American
writers and artists.
2 issues. only $5.00

Ajoumalof  drama.
music and dance in
Canada. including
comment. newsand
schedule
information. “The
National Forum of
the Performing Arts.”_ . 4 issues. only $3.00

Find out more about
Canadian Books.
publishing, and
writing via lively and
provooatlvearticles
by the top writers  in
Canada.
12 issues, only
$12.00

il%ttupdlay
Night
A rich blend of
political insight.
social perspectives.

entertaining Octio”
for today’s Canadla”
readers.
10 issues, only WOO

Please enter the following subscription in my name:(  I enclose
a cheque or money order.)

P-lame
Address

postal Code
Make CiXws p+abk  tc’%Pi=?X  3 CtwrchSt.Suite  407 Tw”tc.CH.  M5E  1MZ 1
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What’s new?
Add an exciting new publisher IO your- list of Crrncuiiml  II~IISCS.  Ow goal is prrhlishing
progressive md popular books 011 Ccrrrtrdimr  crrlrrrre  trrrd llisror~  n~i.wd  with some impor-
tant international titles. Our umnc  is.

LANGUAGE
OF FIRE
Poems of
Love and Struggle

by
Robin
Mathews

Introduction by Milton Acorn

Robin Mathews brings fighter nod  writer together in som1:
of the toughest and liveliest poems being written in Cunuda.
The U.S. takeover in all its aspects  is his target.

LANGUAGE OF FIRE will leave you  elated or *marting
depending on how you react to the keen and witty insights
of this outspoken Canadian patriot.

$4.95 pa., $10.95 cloth.

Available July I

A PEOPLE-S
HISTORY OF
PRINCE EDWARD
ISLAND

by
Errol
Sharpe

L_L__..--,L._L.  .-I
, .,:  :.:r  j.

P.O. Box  6813. Station A. Toronto. Ontario. Tel. 869-3358
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